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This report details the tasks performed by the Center for Applied Optics

(CAO) in support of the Normal Incidence Multilayer X-Ray Optics program
at NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). This is a continuation of

work performed and documented under Delivery Orders 2 and 49.

The Multi-Spectral Solar Telescope Array, or MSSTA, was launched on

a Terrier-boosted Black Brant sounding rocket from White Sands Missile

Range, New Mexico on May 13 1991 at I:05PM. High resolution images of
the sun in the soft x-ray to extreme ultraviolet (EUV) regime were obtained

with normal-incidence Cassegrain, Ritchey-Chretien, and Herschelian

telescopes mounted in the sounding rocket. MSSTA represents the first use
of multilayer optics to study a very broad range of x-ray and EUV solar

emissions. Energy-selective properties of multilayer-coated optics allow distinct
groups of emission lines to be isolated in the solar corona and transition

region. Features of the near and far coronal structures including magnetic
loops of plasmas, coronal plumes, coronal holes, faint structures, and cool
prominences are visible in these images.

Without the use of multilayer optics, instrumentation limited by the low
reflection efficiency of conventional mirrors at normal incidence for EUV and

soft x-ray radiation has made it necessary for observers to compromise on
observable characteristics including spatial resolution, temporal resolution, field

of view, and temperature determination. Techniques such as grazing-incidence
optics and mechanically collimated Bragg spectrometers are limited by low
reflection efficiency at these wavelengths. The newer technique of normal
incidence multilayer optics allows observers to achieve high angular resolution
astronomical images with moderate spectral resolution in wavelengths from 30A

to 1550A. MSSTA utilizes normal incidence multilayer telescopes.

The normal incidence multilayer technique allows soft x-ray and EUV
images to be produced with spatial resolutions as low as 0.1 arc seconds. The

MSSTA imaging detectors had to therefore be able to record extremely high
contrast, high resolution images of the solar disk and corona associated with

flares and active regions without saturating and while still maintaining the
capability of capturing very faint, low contrast structures in coronal holes, polar

coronal plumes, network structures and faint loops in the corona. Films
selected for MSSTA had to be sensitive over a wide portion of the

electromagnetic spectrum. The film had to also keep its integrity in an
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evacuated environment; it had to have low outgassing rates and the ability to

be transported through a Pentax 645 camera while in dry.vacuum conditions
without electrostatic discharge or cracking. Characteristics of tabular grain

Experimental XUV 100 film and uncoated Experimental Spectroscopic 649

emulsion were established and thoroughly investigated.

The Principle Investigator of this experiment was Arthur B. C. Walker
of the Center for Space and Astrophysics at Stanford University. The Co-

Investigator was Richard B. Hoover of the Space Science Laboratory at
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). Procedures initiated by A. B.
C. Walker and R. B. Hoover and followed in the development of this project

can be discussed in eleven steps:

J

1. Telescope Design. The design and analysis of the optical systems
was carried out by James B. Hadaway and R. Barry Johnson of the Center for

Applied Optics of UAH under a previous contract. See Hadaway et. al.
"Design and Analysis of Optical Systems for the Stanford/MSFC Multi-Spectral

Solar Telescope Array," Proc. SPIE 1160, pp.195-208, 1989.

2. Telescope Optical Performance Testing. These tests were
necessary to determine the optimum focal plane for each telescope for precise
positioning of the film plane. Equipment used for this process consisted of a
Zygo interferometer from the CAO and software developed by Baker

Consulting of Walnut Creek, CA. Performance of this task was carried out by
James Hadaway and Cynthia Peterson from the CAO and Phil Baker of Baker

Consulting.

3. Film Type and Development Process Analysis. To allow a large
field for the image, 70mm format film was chosen. The cameras used to

transport this film during flight were Pentax 645 models. A series of visible
light tests were done on film to determine the resolution of the system and off

axis effects. Tests were also performed using the synchrotron facility at the
University of California, Berkeley and the NIST SURFII facility. These tests

allowed insight into the performance of the films at soft x-ray to EUV
wavelengths as well as operation in vacuum. It was decided that KODAK
XUV-100 and Spectroscopic 649 film would be flown, spliced together, in each

camera. The XUV-100 is extremely sensitive in visible light, whereas the 649
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is nearly opaque to visible tight. However, at x-ray wavelengths the two films
are less than 3 f-stops apart.

Methods to splice the film had to be researched thoroughly as a faulty
splice could disable a camera. A Metrologic film splicer gave very good results

after a few modifications were made by the manufacturer to fit our needs.

Film characterization, establishment of experimental film handling
procedures, data enhancement of the synchrotron tests and visible light tests
were performed by Cynthia Peterson of the CAO in collaboration with Richard

Hoover of NASA/MSFC. The synchrotron tests were performed by
researchers from Stanford University.

4. Assembly and Alignment of Payload. The seven Ritchey-Chretien
telescopes (150A, 173A, 193A, 304A, 335/_, 1216A, 1548A), two Cassegrain
telescopes ( 173A, 211A) and a large Herschelian telescope (193]_) were mounted

in the truss section at Stanford. The payload was then shipped to Marshall
clean room facil!ty in building 4705 where an array of four small Herschelian
telescopes (143A, 135A, and two 44A) were mounted and interferometric

alignment testing was performed. Electronics were mounted, cameras were

loaded with test film and mounted, and telescopes were shimmed to their
proper alignment. The interferometric alignment testing was performed by

Baker and Peterson. The electronics were designed and mounted by Max
Allen of Stanford. Film handling and camera preparation was performed by
Peterson. Mounting of devices was performed by Walker, Allen, and Deforest
of Stanford and Peterson.

5. Vibration Testing. Shake testing of the payload to simulate

vibrational stress during flight was performed at Marshall with horizontal and
vertical sine and random wave patterns. Post inspection was performed in the

Marshall clean room by Hoover, Peterson, and Deforest.
The payload was then shipped to White Sands Missile Range (WSMR)

where delicate filters were mounted by the Stanford group including J. F.
Lindblom and Ray O'Neal. Shake tests were again preformed at WSMR.

6. Flight Film Loading. Critical flight film was measured, cut and

loaded into the cameras for flight. This procedure was performed by Hoover
and Peterson. The work at White Sands was performed partially under this

effort and partially under a new contract (Delivery Order #129).
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7. Pre-Launch Preparation. Assembly of the rocket and boosters on
the rail at Navy Launch Complex #36 and necessary pre-launch preparations
were performed by SPARCS Lockheed and the Navy. Mounted on the rail

inside a temperature controlled, sun shielding facility, vacuum pumping was

performed on the payload. Launch preparations were carried out by all

groups.

8. Launch. During the launch the film sequencing was monitored.

A reset occurred in the system at T= + 340 seconds, during an 80 second film
exposure. Therefore, manual exposure sequencing was performed by Hoover
and Peterson.

9. Recovery. Recovery by helicopter of the payload was performed
bv SPARCS, Deforest, O'Neal, and Hoover. Post flight inspections were

performed by each group. Post flight camera tests were performed for each
camera, the film was secured, and then taken to Sacramento Peak National

Observatory (SacPeak) in Sun Spot, NM by Hoover and Peterson.

10. Film Processing. Development of the flight film was performed
by Hoover and Peterson at SacPeak utilizing the expertise of Lou Gilliam and

Todd Brown. Digitization of the images was performed by Larry November
of SacPeak. Photographic printing of the images was performed by Peterson.

11. Data Analysis. Analysis and quality, enhancement of the images
continues.

A month-to-month breakdown detailing specific activities performed
follows:

June 1990 Discussed visible light and UV testing method to be carried
out to establish spatial resolution, depth of field, field curvature, optical
vignetting effects, and off axis behavior of the telescopes. Began testing film

characteristics to determine appropriate flight film.

July 1990 Set up optical table in preparation for optical characteristic

testing. Included alignment of collimator with telescopes and appropriate
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mounts. Photographically reproduced resolution target to be used in testing.
Continued film and development process testing to determine flight film and

development techniques.

August 1990 Alignment of collimator to produce image of resolution

target at infinity to be focused onto film by the telescopes. Multiple exposures
of this test target were taken and recorded on KODAK 649 and XUV-100

film. These films were developed using various techniques including
development in D-76, D-19, T-Max and Microdol-X to determine the best

processing for highest resolution.

September 1990 A translation microscope was aligned with the telescopes and
collimator to evaluate the image of a resolution target through the system.

The microscope was then replaced by a Pentax 645 Camera with 70 mm film
back to record images of the resolution target. Multiple exposures where

taken at grid interval points on a single frame to determine off-axis effects. It

was shown that resolution remained consistent across the field until vign_tin_
effects occurred. This test was performed for the 173A, 193A, and o04A

telescopes. Double images or effects of defocus or vibration began to appear
in each of the telescopes. To determine the cause and nature of this effect, a

variety of tests was performed. It was decided to use a resolution target made
from etched metal to eliminate the effect of internal reflections that may have
been present in the glass targets.

October 1990 Filter images of the 173A and 1550A where recorded on XUV
i00 and Spectroscopic 649 film. This film was analvzed to determine

resolution at these wavelengths and best film characteristics. A microscope
enlarger was used to enlarge the images to show the high resolution. A

densitometer was also used to determine the density of the images on the film.

November 1990 Results from EUV and FUV tests conducted at the NIST

SURFII synchrotron at wavelengths of 173,/_, 211A, 335A, and 1550A using XUV

100 and Spectroscopic 649 film were analyzed. The analysis of the resultant
images indicated that the XUV 100 film was more sensitive at 1550A than at

EUV wavelengths. Long exposures were used to establish an H&D curve. It
was also found that at 1550A, photons penetrated through one layer of film and
exposed an underlying piece of film. Tests were then conducted to determine
if a second underlying piece of film should be flown for the 1550A telescope.
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It has thus far been found that the image on the second layer of film has lower
integrity.

December 1990 Film tests were continued to establish H&D curves for the

film of solar images previously recorded by the Cassegrain telescopes (1987

flight). Densitometry tests were also preformed on experiment film to be used

on the upcoming flight. Spectroscopic 649 and XUV 100 film was developed
with strict and varied processes to determine the development technique which
yielded the best H&D curve.

January 1991 "Development of the Water Window Imaging X-Ray

Microscope" and "Design and Analysis of a Water Window Imaging X-Ray
Microscope" (Hoover et al.) were written. Peterson provided support in the

formation of these papers by gathering and preparing data on the Multi
Spectral Solar Telescope Array (MSSTA) to be applied to the topic of Water

Window Microscopy.

February 1991 The telescopes were mounted in the truss structure. Film
processing equipment was tested to standardize processing techniques and

timing.

March 1991 The MSSTA payload was returned from Stanford to the

clean room in building 4705 at MSFC. The outer skins of the payload were
removed. The truss structure, with mounted telescopes, was placed on V
blocks.

Alignment of the telescopes to the collimator was performed using a
Michelson interferometer with video cameras, PC-eye, and Genera software,

which Phil Baker supplied. The beam projected through each of the Ritchey-

Chretien and Cassegrain telescopes was focused on a mock camera to allow
viewing of the position of the spot at the focal plane of each telescope. This
spot optimally belongs in the center. Telescopes whose spots were off axis

were shimmed and realigned. A video camera was then installed in place of
the mock camera. A flame grabber was used to capture and then digitize
these images for comparison after the shake test. (It was later determined that

this procedure would not be repeated after the shake test for comparison
because of serious difficulties encountered in mounting the flight cameras.)

Small mirrors for the small Herschelian telescopes were epoxied in
brackets then mounted on the truss and aligned using the above procedure.
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-['he cameras were cleaned and prepared to be mounted on the truss structure.
Camera mounting rings were assembled and mounted on the telescopes.

April 1991 The film was loaded for all cameras, electronics attached to

the cameras, the cameras mounted to the telescopes, and the camera mounts
were refabricated to fit the truss. The truss bumpers were mounted. Camera

tests were performed indicating that one camera had failed. All telescopes
were realigned to the collimator. Two electronic sequences were shot with all

cameras, except the failed camera, to simulate flight. The first attempt to
return the truss section into the outer skins showed that the bumpers did not

fit into the skins. The bumpers were removed. A second attempt was made
to put the truss section into the skins - the seal ring was machined too large

and would not fit. The seal ring was machined to size, at Marshall, and the
truss was put into the skins. The front door and rear bulkhead were attached.

The payload was taken to the shake facility at Marshall. Vertical and
horizontal tests were performed in both sine and random wave configurations.

The payload was returned to the clean room. Post shake analysis was
performed. One small Herschelian was chipped on the back surface.
Alignment was examined (and found to have moved) and post shake film

exposures were shot. The failed camera was then replaced with the now

available working camera. The truss was returned to the skins. The payload
was shipped to White Sands. The launch date was set for 13 May 1991 at
l:00pm (local).

May 1991 Final assembly of the MSSTA payload was completed at
White Sands Missile Range. The flight film was precisely measured, spliced

and loaded for all flight cameras. The payload was assembled on the rail by
SPARCS to the Black Brant Terrier-boosted rocket. Vacuum pumping

procedures were carried out for two days. Launch on 13 May at 1:05pro (five
minute hold due to a road block violation) was successful. A timer glitch

occurred at T= +340 seconds (during an 80 second exposure). Therefore,
manual camera firing sequencing was performed. Recovery of the payload was

successful. The instrumentation was inspected. It was found that the telescope
mounts where not completely in tact. The helicoil inserts on the telescopes did

not completely hold. This allowed the telescopes to move during flight. It was
also found that the 150A camera had not fired correctly due to a transport

problem. Ground exposures were taken on all cameras before and after the
flight.
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The film was then taken to SacPeak National Observatory, in Sun Spot,

New Mexico to develop, digitize, and print flight data solar images.

Development of most of the flight film was done using a Fulton automatic
processing machine. Lou Gilliam and Todd Brown from the observatory aided

in the film processing. Larry November performed the digitization of the
images. Degradation of the XUV 100 flight film was discovered. Straight and

parallel lines cross the image surface. It was determined that this effect was
caused by cracking of the emulsion during film transport after having been in
a vacuum for an extended amount of time. This theory has not yet been test

proven.

June 1991 Data obtained on the MSSTA flight for the 44]k solar image

on XUV 100 70mm film was very thin. Photographic techniques were
employed to gain detail and density of the image so that it may be useable,
printable data. The best technique was to make a copy of the negative on high

speed direct positive duplicating film (4575). Color enhanced pictures of the
1216A H Lyman alpha image were produced. Work was also performed on a

proposal for a solar polarimeter to fly on the next MSSTA flight.

Evaluation of the images recorded shows that the best results of film

processing were for 649 film developed in Dektol for 25 minutes. In all cases
the film was underexposed. The data retrieved for 1550A Carbon 4 was out of

focus due to movement of the telescope resulting from a mounting problem.
Excellent images were produced from the 1216_ H Lyman alpha, and 193A
Iron 12 cameras. The 304A and 350A results were not successful; it is suspected

that the problems occurred due to their filters. The 44A small Herschelian

camera produced faint images. Data analysis and film improvement of image

integrity is presently being continued.

In conclusion, MSSTA has successfully obtained unprecedented
information regarding the structure and dynamics of the solar atmosphere in
the temperature range of 10_K to 10YK. This project has yielded a very

powerful experimental apparatus for the investigation of the thermal density
of the corona and chromosphere. The performance of MSSTA has

demonstrated a unique combination of ultra-high spatial resolution and
spectral differentiation by use of multilayer optics.
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Publications resulting from this effort include:

"Performance of the Multi-Spectral Solar Telescope Array [II: Optical

Characteristics of the Ritchey-Chretien and Cassegrain Telescopes," Richard

B. Hoover, Phil Baker, James B. Hadaway, R. Barry Johnson, Cynthia M.

Peterson, David Gabardi, Arthur B. C. Walker, Joakim F. Lindblom, Craig E.

Deforest, and R. H. O'Neal, in X-Ray/EUV Optics for Astronomy, Microscopy

and Projection Lithography, (Richard B. Hoover and Arthur B. C. Walker,

eds.), Proc SPIE, 1343, (1990).

"Performance of the Multi-Spectral Solar Telescope Array Vh

Performance and Characteristics of the Photographic Films," Richard B.

Hoover, Arthur B. C. Walker, Craig E. Deforest, Maxwell J. Allen, and Joakim

F. Lindblom, in X-Ray/EUV Optics for Astronomy, Microscopy and Projection

Lithography, (Richard B. Hoover and Arthur B. C. Walker, eds.), Proc SPIE,

1343, (1990).

"Response Characteristics of the MSSTA Photographic Films at EUV

and FUV Wavelengths, _ Richard B. Hoover, Arthur B. C. Walker, Craig E.

Deforest, Joakim F. Lindblom, Maxwell J. Allen, and Cynthia M. Peterson, to

be presented at SPIRE 1991.
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ABSTRACT

The Multi-Spectral Solar Telescope Array\(MSSTA) isa sounding rocket borne observatory for investiga-

"_ons of the Sun in the soft x-ray/EUV and FUV regimes of the electromagnetic spectrum. At soft x-ray

wavelengths (AA < 100 _k),the MSSTA utilizessinglereflectionmultilayer coated Herschelian telescopes.

For selectedwavelengths in the EUV (100 - 1000 A) the MSSTA employs fivedoubly reflecting,mu[tilayer

"ga_ed Ritchey-Chrdtien and two Cassegrain telescopes. In the FUV (AA > 1000 A_ the MSSTA utilizes

-wo Ritchey-Chrdtien telescopes,w_th optics coated with thin film interferencecoatings. In this paper,

'_'e descrtbe the interferometric alignment, testing, focusing, visible light testing, and optical performance

:haracteristicsof the Ritchey-Chrdtien and Cassegrain telescopes.

1. INTRODUCTION AND THEORETICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The Multi-Spectral Solar Telescope Array (MSSTA) z is a rocket-borne observatory designed to obtain

:hra-high resolution images of the Sun at selected soft x-ray (44.1-93.9 A), Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) [150-

:;35 A], and Far Ultraviolet (FUV) [1215.6 ._ and 1550 _] wavelengths. The MSSTA is an expansion of the

_tanford/MSFC/LLNL Rocket X-Ray Spectroheliograph program which produced the first high resolution

._ormal incidence x-ray images of the Sun with two doubly reflecting"Cassegrazn" multilayer telescope on

_3ctober 23. 1987. 2'3 These small (6.35 cm diameter primary) telescopes will be reflown as part of the MSSTA

payload. The 173 /_ telescope, which produced images with spatial resolution of 1.2 - 1.5 arc sec. will be

reflown with no optical changes, but with a 70 mm camera rather than the 35 mm camera used on the prior

ttight. The other Cassegrain will also be reflown, but the 256 A mirrors will be replaced with new optics

which have been coated for peak reflectivity a_ 211 X. These telescopes are not true Cassegrains in that

the primary and secondary mirrors were fabricatedas spheres. At the time these optics were made, conic

_.iementsof the smoothness required as substrates for the muitilayer coatings could not be obtained.
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During the initialdesignof the opticalsystems for the MSSTA. we theoreticallyanalyzed a num-

ber of opucal systems,includingsphere-sphere,ellipsoid-sphere(Dall-Kirkham),paraboloid-hyperboloid

_Cas_aln), and hyperboloid-hyperboloid (Ritchey-Chrdtien) configurations. Hadaway et al._ described

the results of thesestudies in some detail. In order to improve the performance over that achieved during
the Octobe_ 1987flight,we soughta f_-qteropticalsystem with enhanced platescaleand superioroptical

properties.To incres_the platescale,the focallengthof the telescopewas increasedfrom 2 metersto3.5

meters.This yieldsa largerimage of theSun and improved spatialresolutioneven when photographicfilm

ofidenticalgram characteristicsisused as the detector.

We had already established that the spatial resolution during the prior flight was limited by the film
gram ckazactermtics rather than the optics or pointing. To acccommodate the larger image size, while still
permitting eatda system to record images of the entire solar disk and corona out to 1.5 solar radii, the 35 mm

format film cameras were replaced with 70 mm format Pentax 645 cameras. To further improve the spatial
resolution and _mntivity, the diameter of the primary mirror was doubled, which both reduces the level at

which Fraunhoffer diffraction limits the spatial resolution and yields a faster optical system that is capable
of utilizing lower sensitivity (hut much finer grain) photographic emulsions. [n order to fully utilize these
improved aspects of the instrument, conic mirrors were required with optical characteristics which could

permit ultra-high spatial resolution to be realized over the entire field of view of the telescope. In Table 1,

_ve summarize the final design parameters of the MSSTA flight Ritchey-Chrdtien telescopes.

_x.d

TABLE 1,

MSSTA Telescope Design Specifications

RITCHEY- CHRI_,TIEN

Focal Length 350 cm

Overall Length 100 cm

.Xtirror_eparation 80 cm

Primary Diameter 12.7 cm

Secondary Diameter 4.9cm

Total Field of View 48 arc rain

F-Number 28
i

Primary Curvature -0.004464 ore-

Secondary Curvature -0.010625 cm-l

Conic Constants - 1.08192, -4. 68042

It is well known that improved performance over a much wider field of view can be achieved with

aplanatic telescopes for which (to third order at least) coma is zero and spherical aberration is absent. The
Ritchey-Chrdtien telescope, which is an aplanatic form of the Cassegrain configuration, utilizes hyperb01oidal

primary and secondary mirrors. The conic constant for the Ritchey-Chretien secondary mirror is more nega-
T.ive than for the classical Ca.ssegram. which has a concave paraboloidal primary and a convex hyperboloidal
secondary. Since the mirrors were to be used as substrates for multilayer x-ray coatings it was essential that
they have an rms smoothness of less than 5 _. Based upon prior work which had been performed for the
Space Sciences Laboratory of the University of California. Berkeley, s it was established that the Advanced

Flow Polishing methods developed at Baker Consulting s were capable of producing hyperbotoidal mirrors to
the required surface figure and rms surface smoothness such that they could serve as substrates for normal
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Fig. 1. Schematic layout of the MSSTA Ritchey-Chretien Telescope.

incidence multilayer x-ray optics. Consequently, the Ritchey-Chretien design was selected as the optical

•,_nfiguration for the large MSSTA telescopes (Fig. 1).

This provides an apianatic system with excellent performance over a wide field of view. Our theoretical

studies revealed that the MSSTA Ritchey-Chrdtien telescopes were optically capable of yielding spatial

resolution better than 0.3 arc sec over a 48 arc min field of view, which corresponds to 200 line pair/nun

spatial resolution at the film plane. [t further established that a spatial resolution of 0.03 arc sec (2000 line

pair/mm) was theoreticaUy possible near the optical axis at a wavelength of 173 ._, with resolution of the

order of 0.1 arc sec out to 10 arc rain off axis. Obviously, the 0.03 arc sec limiting values significantly exceed

the pointing and control capabilities of the Terrier-boosted Black Brant vehicle and the Lockheed attitude

control system. However, it is hoped that quiescent periods will exist during the flight which may permit

images to be recorded at 0.1 arc sec spatial resolution.

Ray trace analysis shows that over tl_ central 20 arc minute region, the predicted resolution is approxi-

mately 0.1 arc sec as shown in Fig. 2. Only a very slight (fraction of an arc second) degradation in resolution

occurs over the central 50 arc minute field of view Fig. 3 offered by the current telescope configuration.

The maximum off-axis field angle is limited by vignetting imposed by the a central hole of 2.54 cm radius

:n the primary mirror. Even though only a very slight degradation in resolution results from increasing the

_lze of the hole in the primary to permit observations over a wider field of view, a somewhat significant Loss

:n throughput is experienced due to the vignetting effects.

The field limit for high resolution image, produced by aplanazic telescopes such as the Pdtchey-Chrdtien

is essentially constrained by astigmatism and field curvature. Although systems with focal planes curved

:o precisely match the Petzval surface are conceivable, and some solid state devices have been made with

precisely that objective in mind, the difficulties in general outweigh the benefits obtained in image quality

improvements. For photographic systems where film transport m desired from long rolls in systems which

must operate in a v_:uum, significant technological difficulties exmt in attempting to use image planes curved

to match the contour of the Petzval surface. Hence, an alternate approach that is very frequently used is to

focus the system in such a manner as to achieve balanced resolution over the entire field. Moving the flat

image plane toward the telescope primary bx 0.04 cm. degrade, the on-axis resolution to 0.3 arc sec but 0.1

arc sec resolution is achievable at the limb Fig. 4. The resolution remains better than 0.5 arc sec over a 50

arc rmn full field of view, which would allow high resolution observations of the solar corona out to 1.6 R_.

Since these Ritchey-Chrdtien telescopes are apianats, the primary image degradation arises from curva-

ture of field and astigmatism. At the edge of the usable field of aplanatic telescopes the distortion is usually

only a few hundredths of an arc sec. Image blur due to astigmati-qm is symmetric and therefore the center of
the point spread function can be very precisely located. The optical elements were polioshed to the required

figure from Zerodur blanks by Baker Consulting. Polishing of the mirrors by Advanced Flow Polishing

methods resulted in a surface smoothness accuracy of 1-2 ,t_ rms as measured using a Zygo profilometer.
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Fig, 3. Resolution of the MSSTA Telescopes over a wide field of view with system focused for

optimal performance on-axis. The current telescope haa a central hole in the primary of 2.54 cm
radius which limita the full field of view to 50 arc minutes.

2. TELESCOPE ASSEMBLY AND INTERFEROMETIZ[C ALIGNMENT

In order to realize sub-arc second resolution with these systems, the optical alignment and focusing of

each telescope must be accomplished with extreme accuracy. To insure that the system alignment could

be achieved and maintained during flight, great care was taken in the design and fabrication of the mirror

mounts and optical bench. The primary mirrors are mounted in an optical bench of specialized design to

allow the primary and secondary mirrors to be accurately maintained in the same relation after the rocket
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Figure 4. Improvement in spatial resolution of the MSSTA telescopes that can be achieved by

moving the flat film plane toward the telescope primary mirror by 0.04 cm.

!aunch load vibrations. The primary mirrors are mounted in mirror ceils with proper centering achieved by

means of eight accurate spacer rods which separated the perimeter of the optic from the inner wall of the
cell as described in detail by Hoover et al. ¢

The mounting of the primary and secondary elements and the assembly and alignment of the completed

systems was carried out by the MSSTA team using the optical facilitiesavailable at the Applied Optics

Corporation in Walnut Creek, CA. The mirrors were assembled into the cellsusing a A/20 opticalflatof 20

inch diameter. Precision spacers were used to support the primary mirrors at a preciselydefined position

,abovethe flat,and a Vacuum Compatible_ Dow Coming SilasticRTV 90-00602 was injected into the eight

ports around the mirror ceil.The RTV was then allowed to cure at 75 OF for 72 hours. This low outgassing,

_i[a.sticRTV permits each mirror to he firmlyheld in place,but allows slightmovements during vibrational

:oadings. After the RTV had cured, pressure plates and three solid torsionsprings were inserted into the

=ase plates.The mirror ceils,containing the primary optics were then assembled to the base plates.Three

-:elscrews were inserted into the base platesand torqued to 40 inch ounces to provide a uniform loading on

_he solidtorsionsprings (which liebetween the pressure platesin the aft mount plate and the rear sufaceof

"he primary optic).

The secondary mirrors are mounted in a preciselymachined cell,with a Zytel 159 nylon spacer used for

accurate centeringofthe optic. There isa strong amplificationfactorinthissystem and slightchanges in the

separation of the primly and secondary mirror can result in large changes in the location of the position of

best focus. Consequently, every effort has been made to prevent changes in primary to secondary separation

from occurring after focusing. The optical benches were fabricated as filament wound tubes constructed at

SISFC by Morton Thiokol. A special AS4-12k graphite fiber with an HBRF55A epoxy resin matrix was

'used. Longitudinal fibers were applied to increase the stiffness and yield optical benches with near-zero

=oefIicient of thermal expansion. The tubes were also coated to minimize the effects of length changes due

".o moisture absorption. In addition, the telescopes are kept stored in dry nitrogen at all times except when

:hey must be exposed for optical testing. Dehumidifiers were used in the optics test laboratory to rmnirmze

the relative humidity during all alignment and focusing work. The telescopes will be flown in a dry condition

in an evacuated payload and this precaution was taken to mimmize tube length shifts as a result of moisture

xbsorption and release during evacuation. Prior to final assembly, all structures were cleaned and subjected

to thermal vacuum baking in accordance with the methods and techniques developed for the Hubble Space

Telescope optical systems.

The initial assembly and optical alignments were carried out at Applied Optics Corporation using a
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Zygo interferometer. For all Ritchey-Chrdtien telescopes (except the 1550 _ system) the resultant frinse

pattern was manually digitized and analyzed using the MicroFringe code.

3. INTERFEROMETILIC TESTING OF ILITCHEY.CHRETIEN TELESCOPES

Interferometric techniques were used in the Space Science Laboratory of NASA/MSFC to test _nd focus

the two Cassegrains and six Ritchey-Chrdtien telescopes (five with EUV multilayer coatings and one R.itchey-

Chrdtien telescope system with the PUV coating operating at Hydrogen I Lyman a). (The seventh Ritchey-
Cbretien telescope, designed to operate at 1550 _t. had a coating which precluded the use of interferometric

methods.) The interferometer used was a Zygo PT[ Fizeau type instrument operating at a wavelength of

6328 A. The 4 inch aperture instrument was equipped with a 4% reflecting transmission flat and a 90%

reflecting reference flat in a 5 degree of freedom mount. The resultant interferograms were captured with a

(tame grabber installed in an IBM-AT equipped with an [ntel Inboard 386 and an EGA monitor and video

card. A precision V-Block with tip and tilt adjustments was used to hold the telescopes on the interferometer

optical axis, and the entire optical setup was mounted on a 5' X 9' Microflat Granite table.

The initial alignment was achieved by means of a small optical flat which was placed on the rear surface

of the secondary rmrror (Fig. 5). The rear surface of the secondary was fabricated to be orthogonal to the

optical axis of the system to a precision of 10 arc seconds. The reflections from this surface were viewed on the

interferometer monitor as they were superimposed with the reference reflection. After coarse alignment was

accomplished by autocoilimation from the small fiat, a large flat was placed at the rear surface of the camera

mount (Fig. 6). This flat mirror intercepted the converging beam and returned a de-focused converging

beam that interfered with the reference arm of the Fizeau causing a set of circular fringes that could be

viewed on the interferometer monitor. The interference pattern was then used to check the front-to-back

_lignrrmnt of the telescope.

The collimation of the interferometer was measured by placing a high quality (A/50) flat reference

mirror approximately 1.2 meters from the output beam.splitter mirror. This mirror was then replaced with

a concave, spherical, retro-reflector mirror, which was situated just aft of the prime focus of the Ritchey-

Chretien telescope under test (Fig. 7). The interferometer beamsplitter mirror is tilted to pass second-order

reflection and improve system sensitivity. The beam was reflected twice off the retro-mirror, resulting in a

four-fold increase in the sensitivity of the test. The optical path differences were stored in an OPD file for

comparison of the reference tests to the system tests in order to extract the actual system performance. By
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Fig. 7. Test configuration for the Multi-Pass Fizeau [nterferometer. The beam.splitter mirror is

tilted to pass second-order reflection to improve sensitivity to A/8 per fringe.

,_sing the Fizeau interferometer in this multi-pass test configuration, a sensitivity of 1/8 wave per fringe at
\ = 6328 _ is realized.

For all telescopes except the [550 .JL instrument, the multi-pass optical test was possible due to the

high reflectivity of the optical coatings at this wavelength. This permitted several reflections to occur before

the intensity dropped below the level that was required for acceptable contrast of the fringes. The 1550

.-_ telescope was coated by Acton Research Corp., of Acton. Mass. with a special "black" coating. This

,:oaring results in such low reflectivity at visible wavelengths that the multi-pass interferometer could not

be used. ttence, the conventional knife-edge test was utilized for the testing and focusing of that telescope,
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,,_t
with somewhat lower accuracy in the determination of the position of best focus than is achieved by the

interferometric methods. However. this telescope is operating at such a long wavelength that the depth of

field of the system is significantly greater than for the EUV instruments, and the position of best focus is

not nearly as critical for diffraction limited performance to be realized in flight.
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The focal spot was viewed on a screen p|aced forward of the focal plane in order to measure the centration

of the converging beam with respect to the camera mount. This permitted the detection of slight mirror

tilts or decentratio_ as evidenced by the decenter of the focal spot on the screen. Slight adjustmen_ were

made when necessary. The final system tests and focus adjustmen_ were perforrned for each telescope

following thiJ alisnment procedure. The result of the system wavefront analyses confirmed the validity of

this alignmen_ procedure. The off-axis test were carried out using the position of the focal spot on a reticle

screen placed at the camera film plane position. As the input beam was tilted, the focal spot was moved to

pre-determined off-ares positions and the field angle calculated in accordance with the telescope plate scale.

Interferometnc analysis was then carried out to establish the off-ares performance of each telescope at the

selected field ansles (Fig. 9).

The multi-pus eonflsmration of the intefferometer was also employed to establish the position of best

focus for each telescope. A precision reference flat was mounted near the position of best focus of the telescope

under test. The return beara sent back through the optical system then interfered with the transmi_ion

flat to yield fringes, These fringe patterns were then digitized manually. The MicroFringe Code permits

automatic digitization of fringes, but it was discovered that the optical system central obscuration, spiders

and alterations to the fringe patterns which occurred at the sector boundaries of the multilayer coatin_

significantly disturbed the algorithms used for the automatic digitization and hence manual digitization

proved to be the better method for all fringe patterns. After analysis with all aberration terms removed,

<zcept the focus term. the back focal position was determined to a very high degree of precxson. The digitized

_ringe pattern was analyzed and the rms and peak-to-valley errors were noted as well as the contour (concave

_r convex) nature of the wavefront. The reference mirror would then be moved in precision increment, and

_he intefferometric pattern re-analyzed. When minimum rms and peak-to-valley errors were observed and

_he displayed contour had both convex and concave characteristics simultaneously, the flat was taken to

be in the position of best focus for the telescope under test. Precision Guage Blocks were then used to

measure the distance from the rear surface of the camera mount tube to the telescope position of best focus

to an accuracy of 0.001 inch. Several telescopes were measured more than once and it was found that this

technique afforded excellent repeatability.

When the position of best focus was found to lie outside of the desired range, precision stain|es8 steel

shims were employed between the mirror base plate and the mount cell to alter the primary]secondary

separation. A change of 0.001 inch in pri(nary to secondary separation results in a change in the position

_f best focus of about 0.014 inch. The focal plane moves aft as the primary to secondary separation is
Jiminished.

4. POINT SPREAD FUNCTIONS

The MicroFringe 3.1 Code was used to analyze the fringes produced when the optical flat is situated in

_he position of best focus of each telescope. All Ritchey-Chretien telescopes with the exception of the 1550

instrument were tested interferometrically. The geometrical zonal spot diagrams obtained from analysis

_f the interferogram at the position of besc focus for the Ritchey-Chr_tien telescopes designed to operate

_t 150 _, [73 _,, 193 _., 304 A, 335 A, and 1216 _ are shown in (Fig, 10.) These are extremely tight

spot distributions, ranging in size from 0.01 to 0.03 Airy radii. Three-dimensional point spread functions

_or these six telescopes a_e shown in (Fig. 11). The two small Cassegrain telescopes were also tested in

the same manner. Fig. 12 shows the three dimensional PSF and the zonal spot diagrams for the 173

and the 211 ,_, 6.35 cm Cassegrain telescopes. The performance of all the MSSTA telescopes is clearly seen

to be essentially diffraction-limited. Table 2 shows the computed diffraction limit (Airy Disk radius) for the

._(SSTA. Ritchey-Chrdtien telescopes.

5. VISIBLE LIGHT RESOLUTION TESTS

Visible light resolution studies were also carried out on the telescope systems. A 12 inch diameter clear

aperture Ritchey-Chrdtien collimator, designed and fabricated by Goerz Optics, was used. The collimator

was initially aligned and focused by p[acing it in autocollimation with a 20 inch diameter A/20 optical flat
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manufactured by the Perkin Elmer Corp., Norwalk. Conn. Using this technique the Standard 1951 Air Force
High Resolution Test target, manufactured by Buckbee Meats. was situated with the smallest bar groups on

she optical _ of the collimator and accurately in the prime focus of the collimator. A fiber optic system,

including s dive_ optic and diffuser screen was then used to uniformly illuminate the target with lighL
from the Ealing Fiber Source or a mercury arc source. Preliminary testing consisted of observing the highly

m&_mified image through a Gaercner Traveling Microscope as a function of po6ition along the optical axm.
This allowed the depth of field to be examined and provided a direct visual confirmation of the accuracy of
the interferometric focusing method.

V

TABLE 2.

Diffraction Limit of MSSTA Telescopes

P_ITCHEY-CHR_TIEN TELESCOPE
I

Wavelength A_ I Airy Disk Radius

i 0.03 arc sec150 ;_ r

-'it73 ._ 0.034 arc _c

193 ,_ 0.038 arc sec

304 _ 0.06 arc sec

335 _ 0,066 arc sec

1216_ 0.24arc see

1550 A. 0.30arc sec

Final testing inolved photographic documantation of images which were recorded on the MSSTA flight
films, including both the Kodak XUV 100 film and the uncoated Spectroscopic 649 film. The photographic

:ests were carried out by mounting a Pentax 645 camera on the telescope in the flight configuration and
exposing the film. A shutter mounted on the Goerz Collimator allowed several images to be recorded on a

single piece of flight film. By moving the collimator between each exposure tt was possible to map out the
image plane in a grid of resolution target images. The quality of the images was so high that the target
was masked to allow only the smallest (4 to 7) bar groups to be imaged. The images on the processed films

were observed with an Olympus BHN Microscope under s magnification of 50 diameters to determine the
smallest bar elements that were resolvable. Although some variability occurred as a result of vibrational
and seeing conditions within the laboratory., the best resolution obtained was generally at the diffraction
limit. For example, the 193 _k Ritchey-Chretien telescope produced a repeated series of images showing

resolution down to the 6-3 bar group level across the entire 48 arc minute field of view, when the images
were recorded on the 649 emulsion. That corresponds to a spatial resolution of 0.5 arc sec in visible light
(diffraction-limited performance) over the entire field of view of the telescope. This suggests that our goal of

ultra-high resolution images in the 0.I to 0.3 arc second range may weil be realized when these instruments
• re used in flight at EUV and FUV wavelengths.

L0
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The MSSTA Cassegram and I_itchey-Chr_tien telescopes have been a_embled and _ligned using a multi-

pass Fizeau interferometnc method. The interferometer was also used to analyze the optical performance of
the telescopes and to perform the critical focusing of the flight instruments in visible light. Precision focusing
of the 150 _, 173/_, 193 _, 304 _.. 335 ._.. and 1216 ,_ R.itchey-Chr_tien and the 173 _ and 211 .._ Cauegram

_eleseopes was achieved by these intefferometric methods. The position of best focus was established with

repeatability to a precision of 0.001 inch. The 1550 _ telescope coating precluded testing and foc_ing with
the intefferometer, so this instrument was focused using a conventional knife edge test. The interferometric

test_ indicated rms wsvefront errors typically of the order of A/100.

The optical performance of the telescopes was also evaluated by imaging a Standard Air Force High
Resolution Test Target projected by a Ritchey-Chr_tien collimator as though they were situated at infinity.

Images of this target were recorded on the flight emulsions in the flight cameras, and have revealed diffraction
limited performance at the 0.5 arc second resolution level over the entire field of view of the MSSTA instru-
ment. These results indicate that the Ritchey-Chretien telescopes should be capable of producing ultra-high

resolution images during the MSSTA flight.
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ABSTRACT

The ,Vfulti-SpectrslSolar Telescope Array (MSSTA) is a sounding rocket-borne observatory

designed to produce ultra-highresolutionfull-diskimages of the Sun. The MSSTA utilizesan

array of Ritchey-Chrdtien,Cassegrain, and HerscheliannormM incidence multilayerx-ray/EU'V

telescopesand thin filminterference-coatedFUV telescopesto produce naxrow band solarimages

at selectedwavelengths in thisbroad regionof the electromagneticspectrum. This mission places

extremely strenuous requirements upon the imaging detector.The desirefor ultra-highresoluticm

images of the solardisk and corona out to 1.5 R® demands an information storage capacitywhich

can at the present time be met only by the highestqualityphotographic emulsions. Furthermore,

there existsa tremendous range in intensitylevelsand contrastofsolarx-ray/EU'V/FUV emission

features.The MSSTA imaging dete_ors must have the ability,to record extremely bright,high
• • _ . o

contr_t featuresassociatedwLth flaresand activeregionswithout saturating,whiclestillmaintain-

ing the capabilityof capturing very f_nt, low contraststructuresin corona/holes, polar coronal

plumes, network structures and faintloops in the corona. This very difficultrequirement estab-

'.ishedthe need forvery wide latitudephotographic emulsions so that these diversefeaturescan be

imaged at appropriatedensitylevelswithin the range ofexposure times that can be accommodated

on a sounding rocketmission.

Furthermore, the filmsselected for the _fSSTA flightmust be sensitiveover a very broad

and di_cult portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. The payload must be evacuated prior to

launch to preserve the integrityof the delicateEUV filters.Hence, the films chosen must also

have low-outg_ssingrates and possess the abilityto be unspooled from the reeland transported

through conventionalfilmcameras while dry,afterexposure to high vacuum, without experiencing

the degradation to the images which can resultfrom electrostaticdischarges. In this paper we

describethe performance and characteristicsrequiredof photographic filmsforsolarobservations

in the softx-ray/EUV and FUV wavelength regimes. We discussthe propertiesof the important

Rew emulsions that have been selectedforflighton the ._fuhi-SpectralSolar Telescope Array. We

aJso presentexciting and important new data on the response characteristicsof a tabular gr_in

Experimental XUV I00 film _nd an uncoated Experimental Spectroscopic 649 emulsion based

upon measurements of these film_at the SURF IIsynchrotron facilityof the National Instituteof

Standards and Technology and ._;"he Space Sciences [.aboratoryof the Universityof California.

Berkeley.
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i. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

On October 23, 1987 a Nike-boosted Black Brant sounding rocket was launched from the

White S_m_ Miuile Range, New Mexico caxrying the Stanford/MSFC/LLNL Rocket X-Ray

Spectroheliogr_tph. t This flight produced not only the first high resolution image of the Sun with

a,normal incidencemuhilayer x-ray telescope(Fig. I), italso produced the firsta.stronomica.l

images ever recorded on • new and excitingtabular grain (T.grain) photographic emulsion pro-

duced by the Eastman Kodak Company. Our flightfilmwas a specially-coatedversionof KODAK

T-MAX film,which yieldedexcellentsensitivityand high spatialresolutionat the selectedwave-

length-,ranging from 44 _ to 250 _. This T-grain filmalsodemonstrated a very wide latitudewith

me{mu_,_blediffutmdensitiesranging from a base fog densityof 0.03 to & D,,,,=in excess of3.1.

This maximum densityfarexceeded that which has typicallybeen obtained with the Schumann

type photographic emulsions that had previouslybeen used forastronomical researchin thisportion

of the spectrum. In the softx-ray/EUV portion of the electromagneticspectrum the sensitivityof

photographic filmssufferssignificantlydue to absorption within the gelatinwhich isused to hold

the silverhalidegrainsin place. This phenomenon has been well known for a very long time. It

was firstrecognized by Victor Schumann, who was responsiblefor the discovery of the Extreme

Ultraviolet(EU¥) portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. To provide a film with improvt_d

sensitivityin thisregime, he invented Schumann emulsion in 1892 an.dperfected itby 1901.2 The

Schumann emulsion has a monolayer ofsilverhalidecrystalsdeposited on a 12 micron thickgelatin

pad. Halation effectsat wavelengths for which the gelatinistransparent were reduced by adding

a yellow dye to the gelatinpad. Since the inventionof Schumann emulsions they ha,ve served as

the primary filmof choice forsolarEUV photography. (We consider the softx-ray regime to span

the 1-100 _ wavelength range, the Extreme Ultraviolet(EUV) to extend from 100 to 1000 _kand

the Fax Ultraviolet(FUV) to span the range from 1000-2000 ._.The Extreme Ultravioletisalso

calledXUV, which isthe designationused by Kodak in referringto some of theirfilmsconfigured

_'oruse in thisregionof the spectr'am.)

Fig. I. First high r,-

Cassegrain multilaver :

photographic film.

'!,_n173 .\ image of t_te_un produced with a doubly reflecting

",'ioscope operating at normal incidence on Kodak T-grain 100
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The method of fabricatingSchumann plateswas described by Lyman in 1928, and for many

years Schumann Rims were made by hand in extremely limited quantities.In 1967 the Eastman

Kodak Company stm_ed, producing them by a machine coating process,a Extensive utilization

of Schumann emulsions was made by the Naval Research Laboratory group during Skylab with

the Extreme UltravioletSpectroheliograph (ATM Experiment S-082A).4 This instrument used a

concave imaging diffractiongratingto produce multipleoverlappingimages of the Sun indispersed

so|_ emission linesin the spectralrange from 171-630 _. Schumann filmtypes i01 and 104 were

alsoused by the NRL Extreme UltravioletSpectrograph (ATM Experiment S-082B) s to perform

solarspectro6copy in the 970-3940 _ region,which they referto as the the XUV (but which we

referto _ the FUV and UV portions of the spectrum).

Since Schumann filmhas no protectivegelatinovercoat,itisextremely susceptibleto abrasion,

scratching,and foggingfrom environmental effectsofallkinds.Itisso sensitiveto pressure-induced

fogging that special "bead rails"are usually deposited at the edges of the film to prevent the

emulsion surfacefrom making any contact with the back surfaceof the filmimmediately _cljacent

to iton the roll.VanHoosier et a[.s have described in det_l the intricatecare and precautions

taken to allow thisfilmto be used in the NRL experiments aboard Skylab. This caxe included the

use of a speci_ly designed and highly complex camera, that accommodates only singlestripsof

film.Despite these intricateprecautions,many of the flightexposures were damaged by pressure

marks and other types of fogging. F'urthermore,the Skylab flightfilm(type 104-06-05)exhibiteda

marked change in characteristicsof the H&D curve as compared with the ground controlsamples.

Mthough the laboratory samples reached a D,_==I.2, the flightfilm suffereda significantIo_

in both D,,_= and contrast as compared to the identicalemulsion batch that rem_ned in the

laboratory.The maximum diffusedensity of the filmwhich was flown reached a value of only 0.8

and after a fiatplateau at _hat leveldiminished abruptly _s the exposure levelincreased. This

solarizationeffectisextremely detrimentalto the analysisofsolarEUV data, as the same measured

diffusedensity can be produced by _astlydifferentphoton fluxesincidentupon the film.Problems
such as this,coupled with the extreme difficultyin the manufacture, cost,filmtransport problems,

and various unpredictableappearances of fog and blemishes in images recorded on the Schumann

emulsions have resultedin thesefilmsbeing regarded as difficult,both by the user and by Eastman

Kodak Company. Furthermore. since A[ DeWan (the individu:qmost knowledgeable about the

manufacture of the Schumann emulsions at Eastman Kodak) retiredfrom the company almost a

.','earago, itmay become impossible to obtain Type 104. I0].-07and the other types of Schumann

emulsions that Kodak has produced _s a service to the scientificcommunity for sever_l years.

Although thisdoes not pose a difficultyforexperiments such as the MSSTA. which uses relatively

fastimaging systems with high reflectionefficiencyoptics,itcould be a seriousproblem for those

interestedin EUV spectroscopy of the Sun, laserfusionplasmas, or imaging of faintEL*V/FUV

sources.

Kodak had also produced other specialized films for use at soft x-ray wavelengths. The soft

x-rays in the 6-49 _ bandpass regime, covered by our ATM Experiment S-056 x-ray telescope that

was flown on Skylab,r are not P,earlyas stronglyabsorbed by gelatinas are the photons of longer

wavelengths. Nevertheless.the flightfilm we utilizedwith thisinstrument to take almost 25,000

"c-rayimages of the Sun was a _peciaUy prepared Kodak S0-212 emulsion, iSome images were also

recorded on a coloremulsion. [G)dak Aerial Color Film S0-'242.'_vhichresulted in slightlyhigher

_patial resolution but at signiri, antlv lower x-ray sensitivity, b The SO-'212 is a Kodak Panatomic-

X Aerial film 3400 with th_ ",-,,_,',:tive gelatin overcoat removed ro reduce __oft x-ray absorption

effects. The emulsion was d,-: .- -.1 on a thin _63.5 micron} Estar base. The Estar base films have

considera.b[y higher dimen-. .'.,bilitv titan _he ceiiutose acetate butvrate base films.

Since EUV and FUV :,t be 'rRnsDorred on roils af:er _xnosure ro hi._hvacuum, a
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conductive Rein-Jet backing was applied to the Rim. This prevents image degradation due to

electrostaticdischargesth&t occur when the filmisunwound afterdrying as a resultofexposure to

high vacuum. However, Rein-Jet coatingsare difficultto remove and great care must be exercised

to prevent debriJ(in the form of tinyblack particulates)from contaminating the emulsion surface

of the filmduring the removal process.Any Rein-Jet particleson the emulsion side when the Rim

drieshave a tendency to become permanently afRxed to the film.Kodak has recentlysolved this

problem by developing a conductive Estar base. All of the newer EUV sensitiveRims which Kodak

has provided us have been on thisconductive Estar base. Extensive vacuum testshave produced

excellentresults.No degradation has ever been observed as a resultof electrostaticdischarges

resultingfrom unspooling the dry conductive Estar base film,even afterprolonged exposure to

ultra-highvacuum conditions. Furthermore, there exist none of the problems associated with

Rein-Jet removal, so thistechnologicaldevelopment isvery much appreciated.

The limitationsof the Sky[ab filmsflown on S-056.S-082A and S-082B led us to be extremely

concerned about photographic emulsons for use at wavelengths longward of 60 /_,.Indeed, the

EUV wavelength regime was particularlydemanding. When Skylab was launched only the very

difficultSchumann emulsions were known with certaintyto be sensitivein thisregime. The Stan-

ford/MSFC/LLNL Rocket X-Ray Spectroheliograph was designed to obtain im_es at selected

wavelengths ranging from S A at the prime focus of the grazing incidenceWolter-Schw_zschild

telescopeto 44 _, 173 Jk and %6 .JLfor the Herschelian and Cassegrain telescopes.To obtain

suitablephotographic films(which :couldbe transported in conventional cameras) for use in this

region,assistancewas sought from Al DeWan, Gordon Brown, and others at Eastman Kodak.

Kodak provided severalexperimental tabulargrain emulsions in 35 mm format on Estar base with

Rem-Jet anti-staticcoated backing forour investigationsand flight.

Tests which were conducted at MSFC and at the Los Alamos National Laboratory revealed

that these T-_ain emulsions_ have significantlyhigher sensitivityin the desired regime than the

S0-212 filmswhich we had maintained in cordstorage sincethe Skylab mission. The Kodak tabular

_r_in filmsrepresented a revolutio_ry breakthrough, in that the silverhalidegr_ins are in the

form of fiat.tri:_ngularor truncated triangularcrystals.The grains tend to lieflaton the base,

which yieldsa film which has higher sensitivityand enhanced spatialresolutionsimultaneously.

The experimentM emulsion which we selectedfor flighton the Stanford/MSFC/LLNL Rocket X-

Ray Speczroheliographisnow marketed commercially as KODAK T-._fAX t00 film.On thisflight,

the T-gr_in 100 filmproved itselfto be an excellentdetector for high resolutionimaging of the

Sun in the wavelength regime from 8 _-256 _. Hoover and Lindblom processed the flightfilm,by

hand. at the White Sands *fissileRange. Hoover et al.9 have described detailsof filmprocessing

and experienceswith thisemulsion on the rocket flight.

2. MSSTA PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM REQUIREMENTS

The Multi-SpectralSolar Telescope Array utilizesRitchey-Chrdtien (Fig. 2) telescopes(as

wellas Herscheliansand Casse__rains)designed to image the Sun over a much broader region of

_he electromagneticspectrum rhan our previous payload. Walker et al.t°have provided a detailed

description of this payload.

The _[SSTA. telescopes are _Iso designed to achieve a much higher spatial resolution than

_hose flown on the S_anford,,_.,[_FC/LL,X,'L Rocket X-Ray Spectroheliograph. Consequently, the

:,[SSTA poses some of the m,,-; -:tenuous demattds upon the imaging detector ever imposed by a

single spaceflight payload. T!:,, ; I_STA requires detectors capable of providing full disk images of

:h.e Sun {including the coro_ .... ,: "o t.5 solar radii) with spatial resolution up to 0.l arc second.
The usable field of view of _:_, • '!.e Ri_chey-Chretien telescopes is = _ arc minu_es, which is an
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Fig. 2. Schematic of a _[SSTA Ritchey-Chrdtienmultilayertelescopes.The solarEUV/FUV

images are recorded on photographic filmcarriedin conventional70 mm Pentax 645 cromer,s.

area of 3000X3000 arc seconds. In accordance with the Nyquist limit,to achieve spatiM resolution

of 0.1 arc second over thisfieldof view with a CCD, we would requirea detector with 60,000 X

60,000 pixels.Since the SISSTA Ritchey-Chrdtienshave a focallen_h of 3.5 meters, theirplate

scaleissuch.that I arc second is 17 microns in the detector plane. Hence, to ax.hievethe desired

ultra-highresolutionof 0.I arc second, a CCD type imaging detector would requirepixelsof 0.85

micron dimension. These requirements are clearlyfarbeyond the cap:_bilitiesofcurrentlyav'4il&ble

solidstatedetectorsand consequently ultra-highresolutionphotographic emulsions affordthe only

solution.The information storage capacity of photographic filmsisindeed phenomenal, r3.nging

from 107 to 10_ bitscm -2. Even ita CCD with these characteristicscould be produced, the data

ratesproduced by such an array c_ ultra-highresolutioninstruments taking fulldisk solarimages

simultaneouslywould far exceed the limitationsof telemetry technologiesnow available.

The IV[SSTA requiresdetectors capable of operating over a very wide and difficultportion

of the electromagneticspectrum, ranging from the softx-ray (44-I00 ._) through the Extreme

Ultraviolet(100-335 ._.)and into the Far Ultraviolet(1215.6 ._kand 1550 _). Photographic films

constitutethe only detectorscapable of meeting these requirements. The films must be capable

offunctioningafterdays of exposure to high vacuum without degrading the images due to sparks

from electrostaticdischargesand they must be capable of being transported through ordinary film

cameras. Furthermore, to permit observationsof faintfeaturesin the far corona and quiet Sun

a.swellas to Mlow rapidly varying transientfeaturesto be studied during the limited time (300-

400 seconds) availableon a sounding rocketflight,high sensitivityat these diversewavelengths is

needed. To accommodate the extreme variationsof brightness that can occur in singleimage of

the Sun (such as between the brio_htnesslevelsofcoronal holesand the faintcorona _ compared to

that of an activeregionor i_are),emllsions with the greatestpossiblelatitude,which are capable

of reaching extremely high D_ diffusedensity values before solarizing,are needed. [n order

to adequately take advantage of extremely high spatialresolutionmade possibleby the Ritchey-

Chrdtien multilayerx-ray telescopesaboard the MSSTA payload, photographic emulsions from high

!200 lines/ram) to ultra-high_2000 lines/ram)spatialresolutionare required. X,Ve reporthere on

the initialresultsof our svncilrotronstudiesof severalexcitingnew photographic emulsions which

were developed by Eastmar_ K,,dak Company and which meet these demanding requirements of

the SISSTA program.

Kodak had provided ......o,_batches of experimental tabular_rain filmin .0 mmfp.rrr_t with
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Type [I perforations, including Experimental XUV-100. Experiment_ XUV-400, Experiment_

XHV-3200, sad Spectroscopic 649. Visible Light testing and evaluation of these films was car-

ried out within the Sp_ce Science Laborato_ at MSFC. Soft x-ray/EUV tests of the T-grain 100

film shaft was flown on the Stanford/MSFC/LLNL P,,ocket X-Ray Spectrohetlograpk were carried

out &t MSFC _nd at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. We conducted measurements of the

EUV sensitivity of this film as well as investigated the EUV response ch_rsmteristics of the new

MSSTA. candid&re emulsions at the Stanford Synchrotron P,.a_iiation Laboratory (SSRL). We _lso

performed ev'41u&tions of these films at EUV and FUV wavelengths at the University of CMifornia,

Berkeley sad at the Synchrotron LTltraviolet Radiation Facility (SURF IT) of the National Institute

of Stsad_rds and Technology (NIST). We report here on the performance of different emulsions

aatd batches at selected wavelengths in the EUV and FUV that are of imlmrt_mce to the MSSTA

program, baaed primarily upon the data obtained at NIST and the Tdniversity of C_ifornia, Berke-

ley.

J

3. EUV/FUV RESPONSE OF ._vfSSTA FLIGHT FILMS

Baaed upon our prior observations of base film fog, resolution and x-ray/EUV sensitivity

characteristics we had observed in prior studies, the choices of flight emulsions was naxrowed to

the Experimental XUV 100 tabular grain film, very similar to the T-grain 100 film used on the

last flight, and Spectroscopic 649 film. During our prior studies we had rejected the Experimental

XUV 400 and Experimental XUV 3200 films in that they exhibited higher base fog densities _nd

lower spatial resolution than the Experimental XUV 100 films, although exhibiting appreciably

higher sensitivity at EUV wavelengths. We had also rejected certain batches of XUV 100, such aa

J4-2726, due to the presence of scratches in the film hatch. Our tests at Los Alamos sad SSRL

had also established that the Experimental XUV 100 film batches were slightly more responsive at

].73 .]k than the T-grain I00 emulskm which was used as the flight film on our prior mission.

These investigations, coupled'with imaging tests using the flight Ritchey-Chrdtien telescopes

at MSFC, had resulted in the reduction of the candidate films for the MSSTA flight to two batches

of Experimental XUV 100 film and two batches of Spectroscopic 649 film. Both of these emulsions

were available in T0 mm format with minimum gelatin overcoat on s conductive Estar base. The

XL.'V 100 and Spectroscopic 649 films are fundamentally very different. The XU'v" _00 has high

sensitivity and very good spatial resolution (200 lines/ram). This film is ideal for recording faint

solar features and rapidly varying transient events which require numerous short exposures. The

Spectroscopic 649 film is a super-fine grain film capable of higher spatial resolution than any other

_lm produced by Kodak. It affords even significantly higher resolution than the Kodak Technical

Pan 2415 emulsion which h_ been used for solar x-ray imagery. Therefore. the Spectroscopic 649

film was considered ideal for use _ a flight emulsion on the ,%[SSTA payload, provided it could be

shown to have adequate sensitivityat the wavelengths of interest.The 649 emulsion isvastlyless

sensitivethan the XUV I00 at visiblewa,velengths,but offerssignificantlyhigher spatialresolution

2000 lines/ram).Consequently. this'isa most important film.as italone offersthe capabilityof

achieving the ultimate O.l arc _econd spatialresolutioncapabilitiesto which the instrument has

been designed. However. prlor to our testsabsolutely"nothing was known about the sensitivityof

this film st EUV/FUV wavoic,_ths.
The EUV tests carried ,,,_ at the NIST SURF lI synchrotron made use of a '2 .]_ bandpass

2.2 meter grazing incidenco '1. t_herson .XIonochromator. The tests were conducted at three wave-
Iengths of importance to r_,_ '!-ST.\ instrumentation: L73 .]L.211 ], and 33.5 ._.. %%'ehave assumed

r.hat no significant variatic,,. :,_am _trength occurs over the small bandwidth of the monochro-

mator. _,Ve have also ass_l' _r _he beam power is directly proportional to the beam current.
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The film was conta.inedin a speciallyconstrttcted,allaluminum, lighttightcamer_t of our own

design,which h_l outg_ssing propertiessuitablefor use in ultra-highvacuum systems. This film

holderwu eqmpped with double filters,e_h of 1500 ,/kaluminum foilon a nickelmesh. The filters

were f&bricatedby LUXEL Corp. of Friday Harbor, Washington. We have designated _ f the

transmissionof the filterpair.A calibratedUnited Detector Technology (UDT Model: XUV 100)

photodiode was placed in the beam prior to any exposures being recorded. The diode cnrrent lb,

wu meuured for • particularbeam current lB,. Then for any subsequent beam current /'Bwe
should have:

/'B

[o=  tD.. 11)

The exposures were made by opening the beam shutterfor time t which allowed the beam

to pass through the filtersand expose the film.A precisiontwo-axistranslationstage within the

ultra-highv_uum chamber ofthe monochromator was then advanced to the next X and Y position

to permit the next spot on the filmto be exposed. Typical operationalchamber pressureswere

in the range of I0-s Torr, Since we know the diode quantum efficiencyQ, the photon fluxat the

filteris(_[D. After passing through the filterpair.the fluxisfQIn. During exposure time t,the

totalnumber ofphotons hittingthe filmisfQ[Dt. In an image spot of area A, the photon density

is:

" photons [Q[nt .fQ[B[o.t
- - (2)

cm -2 A .4Ie.

At the NIST facility,we measured the quantitiesIn. and rB° initiallyand [B, t and A for

each spot recorded on the film.The energy density isobtained by multiplying the photon density

by hr.

The SURF II facility was also used to test the MSSTA candidate films in the Far Ultraviolet

(FUV) at 1550/_.. Since this wavelength was beyond the spectral range that could be selected with

the monochromator, the flight ].53(_ ._. filters produced by Acton Research were used to select the

radiation range which struck the film. The monochromator was placed in zero order, and the direct

synchrotron beam allowed to transmit through both FUV filters before striking the film. To carry

out the analysis properly, all quantities should be convolved as functions of A. FIowever, since the

diode quantum efficiency Q is constant to within t0 % over the range of wavelengths within the

100 ._ bandpass of the filter pair, the analysis simplifies to the EUV case where Q is replaced with

its average.

After exposure to the synchrotron beam. the film camera was removed from the monochro-

mator chamber and transferredto the darkroom. The camera was unloaded in total darkness

and the film processed by hand in Kodak D-19 developer at 70 °F for 9 minutes. It was then

submerged in Kodak indicatorstop bath at 70 °F for 30 seconds and fixedin Kodak Rapid Fixer

at the same temperature for4 minutes. The filmwas then washed in a flowing water bath at 70

=F for 30 minutes, treated wizh Kodak photo-rioand allowed to dry in air. The diffusedensity

measurements were performed at _[SFC using a MacBeth Model TD-504 densitometer. Prior to

each run, a calibratedKodak _tep wedge was used to verifythat the densitometer was in proper

calibration.

The resultantimages consi-:rofa small dark square (2.2mm X 2.2 ram) on top of a fighterand

largerrectangle(2.2mm X 12 ,-_ml,due to the propertiesof the monochromator grazing incidence

optic and grating. The moi,,_,:,:omatoris properly focussed for radiationat 130 .k wavelength.

but becomes progressively_,,,o,.!,:-focussedat longerwavelengths. At i73 .kmost of the radiation

fallswithin the confinesof .... _,allsquare and only a small fractionof the flux isin the large

rectangle.At 335 ._ the ..... _re has merged comp[eteiy '._ththe !arge rectangle and is no
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longerapparent. The diode islargeenough to receiveallradiationwithin both the large rectangle

and the inscribedsm_L1.ezsquare. This aspect of the data complicates the analysis.Ifthe density

of only the _ square isconsidered,photons in the rectan_e are being missed. To establish

the rel_liw photon fluxonto the small square and the lar_e rectanglerequi_s knowledge of the

H&:D curve, which isthe subjectof the measurement. However, thisanalysisproblem has been

approached by means of a recursiveprocedure to determine how much fluxfellon the small square
and the larger rectangle:

a) Asrame M1 fluxfallson the small square

b) Determine the H&D curve

c) Use HazD curve to determine fluxonto large rectangle

d) AdjuJt fluxinto small square accordingly

e) Determine new H_D curve

f) Recnrsivelyloop through b-e untilthe solutionbecomes stable.

Two primaxy batches of Experimental XUV I00 film were evaluated at NIST as the prime

candidates for the Right. These were batch J4-6569 and batch J4-320201. FiKure 3a shows a

composite of the data compiled on these two film batches at the testwavelengths investiKatedat

the SURF IIfacilityItcan be seen that forcomparable photon fluxes,slightlylower densities_e

obtained at 211 ._with respectto the 173 ._and 335 _ photons. There isvirtuallyno differencein

the performance of the two filmbatches at 211 ,-_.However, at 173 _, 335 ,_,and 1550:_ emul_on

batch J4-6569 isslightlymore sensitive.The relativelyflataspect of the H&D curve for the EUV

wavelengths at the photon fluxlevelsavailablewithin the short exposure times obtained isprobably

an effectof absorption of the EUV photons within the gelatin.Itshould however be noted that

we have previouslyestablishedthat the Experimental XUV 100 emulsion batch J4-320201 ismore

responsive at 173 _ than the Experimental T-grain I00 film{Batch J4-994203) which was flown

on the Stanford/MSFC/LLNL Rocket X-Ray Spectroheliograph.

Since the MSSTA telescopesxarephotographically fasterthan the 173 ,_ telescopeflown on

the Stanford/MSFC/LLNL Rocke_ Spectroheliograph,and the _[SSTA mirrors have a reflectivity

thatisconsiderablyhigher,comparable densitieson thisfilmshould be obtained in exposure times

which are shorter by a f.actorof 6. The great surprisein the measured response data liesin the

tactthat the Experimental XUV i00 filmisremarkably more sensitiveat 1550 .]kthan a_ the EUV

wavelengths. This isprobably the resultof lower absorption by the gelatinof the 7UV photons.

Itcan be seen that at 15_0 .-kdiffusedensitiesas high as 3.;"were recorded on the Experimental

XUV i00 filmbatch J4-6569. [tisalsoextremely important that even at these high densities,the

data points stilllieon the [_nearportion of the I-[&D curve with no appearance of the shoulder

yet appearing. This indicatesthe tremendous dynamic range of thisemulsion. Future testsare

planned which willallow exposures sufficientlylong to establishthe shoulder of the curve,and if

possibleto determine what photon fluxeswould be requiredinthe FUV toinitiatefilmsolarization.

An excitingand potentiallyimportant discoveryof these testswas that the 1550 ._ photons are

capable of penetrating completely through the top layerof filmand exposing the underlying piece

of film of the other batch bein_ tested.

This resultwas obtained because of the factthat adhesivescommor'_[v used to splicethe film

were not acceptable due to _he ultra-hi_hvacuum requirements of the test. The Metric Splicer

Ultrasonic Film Splicerwhich we pian to use for the flightemulsions was stillbeing fabricated.

Consequently, to evaluate tw,-)differentfilmbatches in a singlerun. one piece was cut to 70 mm

X 1.0mm format and a 3_ ::m X 70 mm format piece of filmof a differentbatch placed so as

to cover halfof the underi'.i:;,.,:ilm.This allowed two batches to be tested foreach pump-down.

When the top piece was ,,,::.......i for30 minutes and receiveda density of 3.7,the bottom piece

of film was found to hav_ .... , _:posed to a density of 1.S a'zth photons u.'hzch had penetrated the
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entire emr_n and Eatar b_e o/the uppermost piece o/film. The effect of the gelatin absorption

is even more clem4y seen when the dat& ate shown _ in Fig. :$b where the enerKy of the incident

photons is included to calculate the incident energy density on the film.

The ultra.high resolution Spectroscopic 649 film was also tested and the rearers were very

exciting. The Spectroscopic 649 proved to be very much more sensitive in the EUV than we

had _u_icipsted based upon the relative sensitivity of 649 u compared to the X_V 100 st visible

wavelen_hs. During resolution tests of the MSSTA telescope in white light, exposures of 30 seconds

were required to produce densitieson the filmsimil_ to tha_ obtLined on XUV 100 in 1/500 of a

second, a differenceof some 14 f/stops,which isequivMent to exposur_ some 16,000 times longer.

Even though at theseexposure times reciprocityfailuremight play some rolein the obseRVed

649 density levels,it isclearthe the 649 is very much lessresponsiveat visiblewavelen_Im u

comp_,_d to the XUV 100. The response characteristicsof the Spectroscopic 649 emulaion ss

comp_ed to the Experimental XUV I00 are shown in Fig. 4a for 173 ._.and in Fig. 4b for

1550 _. The Spectroscopic649 filmisastonishinglysensitiveat 173 A..Indeed, even at 1550 _ it

isresponsive,aJthough much slowerthan the XUV 100. These resultsare of the utmost imo_amce

to the MSSTA program. They show that the ultra-finegrain Spectroscopic 649 emulsion can be

used forthe Herschelianand Ritchey-Chrdtien telescopesin the EUV. Consequent|y, our ultimate

goal of achieving solar images with 0.I arc second spatialresolutionon the MSSTA fligJ_tmay

be achieved,providing the pointingsystem deliverssufficientstabilityduring at lea,st some of the

exposures. They Mso indicatethat the Spectroscopic 649 emulsion may even be of value in the

FUV. At Hydrogen I Lymsna 11216 Jk)the -Sun emits more radiationthan at allother FUV lines

combined. Consequently, even though the film isnotably lessresponsive,sui_cientsolarflux Lt

thiswvelength should be availableto permit images with a spatialresolutionin the range of 0.3

arc second, which corresponds to the diffractionlimitof the telescopeat 1216 _,.

The response of the two candidate batches of SpectroscopicFilm 649 (J4-4494 and J4-318801)

in Fig. 5a is plotted as diffusedewily vs. Photons/cm -2. Data are shown for 173 ,_,335 ._,
and 1550 _. Virtuallyno difference_sobserved in the response of the two batches at 173 ,_.and

335 ._..However, approximately 100 times more photons/cm _"isrequiredat 1550 ._ to achieve the

same density as produced at i_'3._..However, the sensitivitydifferencesdo not appear nearlyso

_reat when the difusedensityisplottedagainstenergy densityas isshown in Fig. 5b Apparently

somewhere between 335 Jkand 1550 _kthe filmmakes the transitionfrom being a quantum detector

where a singlephoton can render a grain developable to being an integrating detector,where

multiple photons are requiredto render a photon developable.Itisalsoseen that there isvirtually

no difference in the response characteristics of the two film batches. Consequently, batch J4-4494

of the Spectroscopic 649 film has been selected as the flight film. solely because we have a larger

amount of this emulsion batch available for the flight.

At the Space Science Laboratory of the University of California. Berkeley we obtained only a

single data point at 1216 _ for the Spectroscopic 649 emulsion due to the low flux levels available.

However, this did establish that the film is responsive st this wavelength. _[ore tests are planned to

be carried out at this wavelength at the SURF II facility, and absolute calibration must await these

studies. At the UC Berkeley facility we aJso obtained 1216 ._ data on the Schumann emulsion type

[01-07. The film was processed using a 4-minute pre-soak in distilled water at 68 °F and developed

for 4 minutes in Kodak D-t9 deveIoper at 68 °F. This was followed by a 30-second stop bath and

a 30-minute wash at the same _cmperature as the developer.

It can clearly be seen (Fig. 6) that this film is phenomenally sensitive at this wavelength.

For solar observations with an ::,:,,_ing instrument such as .x,ISSTA, where large photon fluxes are

available, the additional proi_i, r,,- ,-,f film handling, transport, fogging, and solarization at levels

expected within solar active r ..... . m.ake_ this film less _han ideal for our applications. However.
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seen that this film responds at significantly lower photon fluxes. The shoulder at the top of

the Hk:D curve is appearing at a diffuse density of approximately 1.

for spectroscopy of faint EUV/FUV sources for laboratory or astronomical applications, it is clear

that the Schumann emulsions still have advantages to offer.

5. SU,'q/IMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have conducted tests at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. the Space Science Laboratory

of the University of California. Berkeley. the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory. and

the SURF II synchrotron of the National Institute of Standards and Technology to establish the

response characteristics of photographic emulsions at selected EUV and FUV wavelengths. These

rests were performed both to calibrate the T-grain film flown of the Stanford/MSFC/LLNL Rocket

X-Ray Spectroheliograph. and to select the flight films which will be used as the primary imaging

detectors for the upcoming launch of the .Multi.Spectral Solar Telescope Array t.MSSTA).

We have presented the results of our measurements at the SIST SURF II synchrotron of the

response characteristics of the two candidate MSSTA flight film batches of the Experimental XUV

I00 emulsion and the two candidate batches of the Spectroscopic 649 film. Tests were conducted

in the EUV at 173 A. 211 A. 335 .-k, and in the FUV at 1550 A. Several astonishing observations

were made during the cour_,e of this research. Bv far the most important is the observation that

the Spectroscopic 649 emulsion is a suitable film for solar observations in the EUV. Although its

_,ensitivity is lower than that ,:,f the Experimental XU\" t00. it is oniy lower by 2 to 4 f/stops at [73

.k while its visible light sen,irivitv is some t4 f/stops below that of XUV [O0 emulsion. However.

this film has significantly hi,z!,,.r -?atia[ resolution than the XUV _.00. _o it will be the film of choice

for obtaining the ultra-hio_!_ .-,,i,_tion images of the Sun at EI.'V wav_ien,ztns, and even at FUV

wave[engths in lines such .,- .',. :_en [ L.vman o ,12',6 .\_ where ',_,e _oiar intensity is extremely

high.

It was alsoexcitin,z " ,- "!tat :!_e E>:perimenta[ XI.'V :_)0 i_ ::otablv more__ensiti;e,tr
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1550 A thLn at the EUV wavelengths. The 1550 _ radiationwas found to be capable of penetrat-

ins both the emrdJion and film b_ee to produce high densityexposures on an underlying pieceof

film. O_r priormemmrements at Los Albinos NationM Laboratory and SSRL h_l establishedthat

the Exlmnm4m'¢_ XITV 100 film batches tested are more responsive them the T-grain 100 emul-

sionwhich w_ ¢acceufullyflown on the Stanford/MSFC/LLNL Rocket X-Ray Spectroheliograph.

Since high density/high resolutionimages of the Sun were obt_ned with the sm__llHerschelian

mirrors and C_segr_in telescopeson thisflight,we are conJidentthat superior images willbe

produced with the significantlylarger and superior Herscheliantelescopesand Rirchey-Chr_tien

instruments which willbe flown on the MSSTA.
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ABSTRACT

The Multi-Spectral Solar Telescope Array (MSSTA) employs an array of Ritchey-Ch.rdtien,

Cassegr_in, and Herschelian normal incidence telescopesto produce high resolutionsolarimages

in the softx-ray (44-100 _), Extreme Ultraviolet(EUV - AA ~ I00 - i000 _) and Far Ultraviolet

(FUV - AA ,,,1000 - 2000 _k)portions of the electromagneticspectrum. These normal incidence

multi]ayerand thin filminterferencecoated opticalsystems are designed to produce narrow band

solarimages at selectedwavelengths within thisvery broad spectralregime. The MSSTA mission

places extremely strenuous requirements upon the imaging detector. The desire for ultra-high

resolution (,,_ 0.1-0.3 arc-second) images of the solar disk and corona out to 1.5 R,.--_.demands an

information storage capacity which can at the present time be met only by the highest quality

photographic emulsions. Since a tremendous range ex.ists in the intensity levels and contrast

characteristics of solar x-ray/EUV/FUV emission features, the MSSTA photographic films must

have a wide latitude to allow extremely bright, high contrast features associated with flares and

active regions to be recorded without saturating, while maintaining the ability to capture the faint,

low contrast structures in coronal holes, polar coronal plumes, network structures and coronal loops.

The MSSTA flight films must have high to ultra-high resolution and be sensitive over this

very broad and dimcult portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. The gelatinovercoat of the _m

must be maintained at a minimum, while the 70 mm filmmust retainthe abilityto be transported

through conventional Pentax 645 cameras with minimum degradation due to scratches in the

delicateemulsion. Furthermore, sincethe payload must be evacuated to prevent the delicateEUV

and softx-ray filtersfrom failingdue to acoustic vibrationalstressesduring launch, the MSSTA

flightfilmsmust alsohave low-outgassingrates.These filmsmust alsobe provided with anti-static

backing to prevent electrostaticsparks from degrading the images as the dry film is unspooled

through the cameras.

We present the resultsof synchrotron beam linestudiesto establishthe EUV and FUV re-

sponse characteristicsof photographic emulsions which willbe flown on MSSTA for solarobserva-

tions.We discussthe propertiesof the important new emulsions that have been selectedforflight



and presentdata on the response characteristicsof a tabular gr_in Experimental XT_:V I00 filmand

an uncoated Experimental Spectroscopic649 emulsion. These data are based upon our measure-

ments of these filmsat EUV and FUV radiationfrom sources at the SURF IIsynchrotron f_:illty

ofthe Nation_ Instituteof Standards and Technology (NIST) and the Space Sciences Laboratory

of the Umvesi_ of CaJifor_a. Berkeley.

i. INTRODUCTION.

The October 23, 1987 flight of the Stanford/MSFC/LLNL Rocket X-Ray Spectrohelio_raph 1

on Nike-boosted Black Brant sounding rocket was launched from the White Sands MissileRange,

New Mexico produced the firsthigh resolutionimage of the Sun with a normal incidencemultilayer

._-raytelescopeand the firstastronomicalsoftx-ray/EUV images everrecorded on tabulargrain (T-

grain)photographic emulsions. The flightfilm was a specially-coatedversionof KODAK T-MAX

_Im, which yielded excellentsensitivityand high spatialresolutionat the selected wavelen_hs

between 44 ,_ and 256 ,_.It aJso demonstrated a very wide latitude,with measurable diffuse

densitiesran_ing from a base fog densityof 0.03 to a D,_==:in excess of 3.1.

This maximum densityfarexceeded that which has typicallybeen obtained with the Schumann

ype photographic emulsions thathad previouslybeen used forastronomical researchin thisportion

,)_"the spectrum. In the softx-ray/EUV portion of the electromagnetic spectrum the sensitivityof

Oitotographicfilmssufferssignificantlydue to absorption within the gelatinwhich isused to hold

the silverhalidegrains in place. This phenomenon was firstobserved bv Victor Schumann, who

was responsiblefor the discoveryof the Extreme Ultraviolet(EUV) portion of the electromagnetic

spectrum, To improve the EUV sensitivityof photographic film,Schumann 2 invented in 1892 an

emulsion with a monolayer of silverhalidecrystalsdeposited on a 12 micron thickgelatinpad. In

modern Schumann films,the halationeffectsat wavelengths forwhich the gelatinistranspaxentaxe

reduced by the addition a yellow dye to the gelatinpad. Schumann emulsions have subsequently

served as the primary filmof choicefor solarEUV photography.

The method of fabricatingSchumann plateswas described by Lyman in 1928, and for many

years Schumann films were made by hand in extremely limited quantities. In 1967, the East-

man Kodak Company startedproducing them by a machine coating process,a Extensive use of

_chumann emulsions was made by the Naval Research Laborazory group during Skylab with the

5xtreme UltravioletSpectrohefiograph (ATM Experiment S-082A)? This instrument used a con-

,:aveimaging diffractiongrating to produce multiple overlapping images of the Sun in dispersed

_oiaremission lines,in the spectralrange from 171-630 _. Schumann filmtypes 101 and 104 were

alsoused by the NRL Extreme UltravioletSpectrograph (ATM Experiment S-082B) s to perform

_olarspectroscopy in the 970-3940 ,_region,which they designated as the the XUV (but which we

referto hereinas the FUV and UV portions of the spectrum).

Since Schumann filmhas no protectivegelatinovercoat,itisextremely susceptibleto abrasion,

scratching,and foggingfrom environmental effectsofallkinds. Itisso sensitiveto pressure-induced

fogging that special "bead rails"are usually deposited at the edges of the film to prevent the

emulsion surfacefrom making any contact with the back surfaceof the filmimmediately adjacent

to it on the roll.VanHoosier et al.shave described in detailthe intricatecare and precautions

that were taken to allow thisfilmto be used in the NRL experiments aboard Skylab. This care

included the use ofa speciallydesigned and highlycomplex camera, that accommodates only single

stripsof film.Despite these intricateprecautions,many of the flightexposures were damaged by

pressure marks and other types of fogging. Furthermore, the Skylab flightfilm (type 104-06-05)

exhibited a marked change in characteristicsof the H&D curve as compared with the ground

controlsamples. Although the laboratory samples reached a D,,_=z:I.2,the flightfilm suffered

a significantlossin both D,_a= and contrast as compared to the identicalemulsion batch that



remainedin the laboratory. The maximum diffusedensity of the film which was flown reached a

value of only 0.8, and after a flat plateau at that level diminished abruptly as the exposure level

increased. This solarization effect is extremely detrimental to the analysis of solar EUV data.

as the same me:_sured diffuse density can be produced by vastly different photon fluxes incident

upon the film. These problems, coupled with the extreme difficulty in the manufacture, cost.

film transport, and with the various unpredictable appearances of fog and blemishes in images

recorded on the Schumann emulsions, have resulted in these films being regarded as difficult, both

by the astronomers who use the film and by Eastman Kodak Company who manufacture the film.

Furthermore, since AI DeWan (the Eastman Kodak expert in the methods used to manufaA:_rure

these emulsions) has retired, it may become impossible to obtain Type 104, 101-07 and the other

types of Schumann emulsions, which for several yeasts Eastman Kodak has produced as a service to

the scientific community. Although the unavailability of 101-07 film does not pose a great difficalty

for experiments such as the MSSTA, which uses relatively fast imaging systems with high reflection

efficiency optics, it could be a serious problem for those interested in EUV spectroscopy of the Sun,

laser fusion plasma.s, or imaging of faint EUV/FUV sources.

Kodak had also produced other specialized films for use at soft x-ray wavelengths. The soft

:_-ravs in the 6-49 _ bandpass regime, covered by our AT.V[ Experiment S-056 x-ray telescope that

was flown on Skylab, r are not nearly as strongly absorbed by gelatin as are the photons of longer

wavelengths. Nevertheless, the flight film we used with this instrument to take almost 25,000 x-

ray images of the Sun was a specially prepared Kodak S0-212 emulsion. (Some images were also

recorded on a color emulsion, Kodak Aerial Color Film S0-242. which resulted in slightly higher

spatial resolution but at significantly lower x-ray sensitivity.) The SO-212 is a Kodak Panatomic-

X Aerial film 3400 with the protective gelatin overcoat removed to reduce soft x-ray absorption

effects. The emulsion was deposited on a thin (63.5 micron) Estar base. The Estar base films have

considerably higher dimensional stability than the cellulose acetate butyrate base films.

Since this soft x-ray had to be transported on rolls after exposure to high vacuum, a conductive

Rem-Jet backing was applied to the film. This prevented image degradation due to electrostatic

discharges that occur when the film is unwound after it has been dried by exposure to high vacuum.

However, Rein-Jet coatings are difficult to remove, and great care must be exercised to prevent

debris (in the form of tiny black particulates) from contaminating the emulsion surface of the film

,luring the remov'M process. Any Rein-Jet particles on the emulsion side when the film dries have

a tendency to become permanently affixed to the film. Kodak has recently solved this problem by

developing a conductive Estar base. All of the newer EI]'V sensitive films which Kodak has provided

to us have been on this conductive Estar base. Extensive vacuum tests have produced excellent

results. No degradation has ever been observed as a result of electrostatic discharges resulting from

unspooling the dry conductive Estar base film, even alter prolonged exposure to ultra-high vazaum

conditions. Furthermore, there exist none of the problems associated with Rein-Jet removal, so

this technological development is very much appreciated.

The limitations of the Skytab films flown on S-056, S-082A and S-082B led us to be ex-

tremely concerned about photographic films for use at wavelengths longward of 100 .-_. Indeed,

the EUV wavelength regime was particularly demanding. When Skylab was launched, only the

very difficult Schumann emulsions were known with certainty to be sensitive in this regime. The

Stanford/MSFC/LLNL Rocket X-Ray Spectroheliograph was designed to obtain images at selected

wavelengths ranging from 8 .-_ at the prime focus of the grazing incidence Wolter-Schwaxzschild

telescope to 44 /_., 173 ,_. and 256 ._ for the Herschelian and Cassegrain telescopes. To obtain

suitable photographic films (which could be tramsported in conventional cameras) for use in this

region, assistance was sought from AI DeWan, Gordon Brown, Martin Scott, Paul Gilmaal and

others at Eastman Kodak. Kodak provided several experimental tabulax grain emulsions in 35 mm

3



format on Estar base with Rein-Jet anti-static coated backing for our investigations and flight.

Tests which were conducted at MSFC and at the Los Alamos National Laboratory revealed

that these T-gain emulsions _ have significantly higher sensitivity in the desired regime than the

50-212 films which we had maintained in cold storage since the Skylab mission. The Kodak tabular

_ain films represent a revolutionary breakthrough, in that the silver halide grains are in the form

of fiat. triangular or truncated triangular crystals. 9 The grains tend to lie flat on the base. which

yields a film which has higher sensitivity and enhanced spatial resolution simultaneously. The

experimental emulsion which we selected for flight on the $tanford/MSFC/LLNL Rocket X-Ray

Spectroheliograph is now marketed commercially as KODAK T-MAX 100 film. On this flight, the

T-grain 100 film proved itself to be an excellent detector for high resolution imaging of the Sun in

the w'Avelength regime from 8/_.-256 ]k. Hoover and Lindblom processed the flight film, by hand,

at the White Sands MissileRange. Hoover et al._have describedthe film processing detailsand

experienceswith thisexcellentemulsion on the rocketflight.

2. MSSTA PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM REQUIREMENTS

The Multi-Spectral Solar Telescope Array includes two Cassegrxin. seven R.itchey-Chretien and

5re I-Ierschelian telescopes to image the Sun over a much broader region of the etectromN_netic

spectrum than our previous payload. Walker et al.t0 have provided a detailed description of this

payload. The completed payload is shown in Figure 1. undergoing final assembly and testing at

._[SFC prior to shipment to the White Sands Missile Range for launch.

It is also planned for the MSSTA telescopes to achieve a muck higher spatial resolution than

those flown on the Stanford/MSFC/LLNL Rocket X-Ray Spectroheliograph. Consequently, the

,VISSTA poses perhaps the most strenuous demands upon the imaging detector ever imposed by a

single spaceflightpayload.

The MSSTA requiresdetectorscapable of providing fulldisk images of the Sun (includingthe

corona out to 1.5solarradii)with spatialresolutionup to 0.i arc second. The usable fieldofview

of each of the Ritchey-Chrdtien telescopesis + 25 arc minutes, which is an area of 3000X3000

arc seconds. In azcordance with the Nyquist limit,to achieve spatialresolutionof 0.1 arc second

over this fieldof view with a CCD, we would require a detector with 60.000 X 60.000 pixels.

Since the MSSTA Ritchey-Chrdtiens have a focallength of :1.5meters, their plate scaleis such

tkat 1.arc second is 17 microns in the detector plane. Hence, to achieve the desired ultra-high

resolutionof 0.1 arc second, a CCD type imaging detector would require pixelsof 0.85 micron

dimension. These requirements are clearlyfar beyond the capabilitiesof currently availablesolid

statedetectors:consequently,ultra-highresolutionphotographic emulsions affordthe only solution.

The information storagecapacity of photographic filmsisindeed phenomenal, ranging from 10r to

109 bitscm -2. Even ifa CCD with these characteristicscould be produced, the data ratesproduced

by such an array of ultra-highresolutioninstruments taking fulldisk solarimages simultaneously

would farexceed the limitationsof telemetry technologiesnow available.

The MSSTA detectorsmust alsooperate over a very wide and dii_cultportion of the elec-

tromagnetic spectrum, ranging from the softx-ray (44-I00 ]k)through the Extreme Ultraviolet

(100-335 _) and intothe Far Ultraviolet(1215.6 ]_and 1550 ._).Photographic filmsconstitutethe

only detectorscapable of meeting these requirements. The filmsmust be capable of functioning

afterdays of exposure to high vacuum, without degrading the images due to sparks from electro-

staticdischarges;and they must be capable of being transported through ordinary film cameras.

Furthermore, to permit observationsof faintfeaturesin the far corona and quiet Sun, as well as

to allow rapidlyvarying transientfeaturesto be studied during the limited time (300-400 seconds)

availableon a sounding rocket flight,high sensitivityat these diversew_velengths isneeded. To

4



accommodate the extreme variations of brightness that can occur in a single image of the Sun (such

as between the brightness levels of coronal holes and the faint corona as compared to that 'of an

active region or flare), emulsions with the greatest possible latitude, which are capable of re_:hing

extremely high D,,a= diffuse density values before solarizing, are needed. In order to adequately

take advaatz4_e of the extremely high spatial resolution made possible by the Ritchey-Chrdtien

multilayer x-ray telescopes aboard the MSSTA payload, photographic emulsions from high (200

lines/ram) to ultra-high (2000 lines]mm) spatial resolution are required. We report here on the

initial results of our synchrotron studies of several exciting new photographic emulsions which

were developed by Eastman Kodak Company, sad which meet these demanding requirements of

the MSSTA program.

Kodak had provided several batches of experimental tabular grain film in 70 mr- form&t with

Type II perforations, including Experimental XUV-100, Experimental XUV-400, Experimental

XUV-3200, and Spectroscopic 649. Visible light testing and evaluation of these films w-_ car-

ried out within the Spa_e Science Laboratory at MSFC. Soft x-ray/EUV tests of the T-grain 100

film that was flown on the Stsaford/MSFC/LLNL Rocket X-Ray Spectroheliogra.ph were c_Tied

out at MSFC and at the Los A/amos National Laboratory. We conducted measurements of the

EUV sensitivity of this film as well as investigated the EUV response characteristics of the new

.qSSTA candidate emulsions at the Stanford Synchrotron Ra_iiation Laboratory (SSRL). We a/so

performed evaluations of these films at EUV and FUV wavelengths at the University of California,

Berkeley and at the Synchrotron Ultraviolet Radiation Faci.'lity (SURF [I) of the National Institute

of Standards and Technology (NIST). %Ve report here on the performance of different emulsions

and batches at selected wavelengths in the EUV and FUV that are of importance to the MSSTA

program, based primarily upon the data obtained at NIST and the University of California, Berke-

ley.

3. EUV/FUV RESPONSE OF MSSTA FLIGHT FILMS

In accordance with our prior observations of base film fog, resolution, and x-ray/EUV sensi-

tivity characteristics, the choices of emulsions for the MSSTA mission had been narrowed to the

Experimental XUV 100 tabular grain film, (which was very similar to the T-grain 100 film used on

r.he last flight) sad to the Spectroscopic 649 film. During our earlier studies we had rejected the

Experimental XUV 400 and Experimental XUV 3200 films in that they exhibited higher base fog

densities and lower spatial resolution than the Experimental XUV 100 films, although exhibiting

somewhat higher sensitivity at EUV wavelengths. We had also rejected some XUV [00 batches

(e.g. J4-2726) due to the presence of scratches in the film batch. Our tests at Los )damos and

SSRL had a/so established that the Experimental XUV 100 film batches were slightly more respon-

sive at 173 ,_. than was the T-grain 100 emulsion which was used as the flight film on our prior
mission.

These investigations,coupled with imaging testsusing the flightRitchey-Chrdtien telescopes

at MSFC, had resultedin the reduction of the csadidate filmsforthe MSSTA flightto two batches

of Experimental XUV 100 filmand two batches of Spectroscopic 649 film.Both of these emulsions

were availablein 70 mm format with minimnm gelatinovercoat on a conductive Estar base. The

XUV 100 sad Spectroscopic 649 films are fundamentally very different.The XUV I00 has high

sensitivityand very good spatialresolution(200 llnes]mm). This film isideal for recording faint

solarfeaturesand rapidlyvarying transientevents which requirenumerous short exposures. The

Spectroscopic 649 film is a super-finegrain film capable of higher spatial resolution than say

other film produced by Kodak. It affordssignificantlyhigher resolution than even the Kodak

Technical Pan 2415. This is the photographic emulsion which was used by Golub et a/.n to



produceexcellentsolarx-ray images at 63.5 .-_with a large Herschelian telescope.Spilleret al.t2

kave provided calibration data on the response characteristics at 67.7 _ of standard Technical

Pan film with gelatin overcoat (which is commercially available) and the special Technical Pan

emulsion which was provided to them in 1985 without a gelatin overcoat. At 67.7 ._, it is cleax

that absorption within the gelatin is a minimal effect, whereas it is highly significant in the EUV

at wavelengths longer than 150 _. Technical Pan has lower inherent spatiM resolution than the

the Spectroscopic 649 film, which was considered ideM for use as a flight emulsion on the MSSTA

payload, provided it could be shown to have adequate sensitivity at the wavelengths of interest.

The Spectroscopic 649 emulsion is vastly less sensitive than the XUV 100 at visible wavelengths,

but offers significantly higher spatial resolution (2000 lines/ram). Consequently, this is a most

important film, as it alone offers the capability of achieving the ultimate 0.1 axc second spatial

resolution capabilities to which the instrument has been designed, ttowever, prior to our tests,

nothing was known about the sensitivity of this film at EUV/FUV wavelengths.

The EUV testscarriedout at the NIST SURF II synchrotron made use of a 2 ,_ bandpass

2.2 meter gr_ing incidence McPherson Monochromator. The testswere conducted at three wave-

lengthsof importance to the MSSTA instrumentation: 173 _k,211 _ and 335 _k.We have assumed

thatno significantvariationin beam strength occursover the small bandwidth of the monochroma-

:or.We have alsoassumed that the EUV beam power isdirectlyproportional to the synchrotron

beam current.The filmwas contained in a speciallyconstructed,aJlaluminum, lighttightcaznera

of our own design,which had outgassingpropertiessuitableforuse in ultra-highvacuum systems,

This film holder was equipped with double filters,each of 1500 :_ aluminum foilon a nickelmesh.

The filterswere fabricatedby LUXEL Corp. of Friday Harbor, Washington. We have designated a,s

f the transmissionof the filterpair.A calibratedUnited Detector Technology'(UDT Model: XUV

].00)photodiode was placed in the beam priorto any exposures being recorded. The diode current

[Do was measured for a particularbeam current Is°. Then for any subsequent beam current Is
we should have:

fs

[o = 7- BrD. (1)

The exposures were made by opening the beam shutter for time t which allowed the beam

to pass through the filters and expose the film. A precision two-axis translation stage within the

ultra.high vacuum chamber of the monochromator was then advanced to she next X and Y position

_o permit the next spot on the film to be exposed. Typical operational chamber pressures were

in the range of 10 -s Torr. Since we know the diode quantum efficiency Q, the photon flux at the

filter is QIo. After passing through the filter pair, the flux is fQIo. During exposure time t, the

total number of photons hitting the film is fQ[ot. In an image spot of area A. she photon density
is:

photons fQ ID t fQIB [Do t
_ = (2)

cm -_ A AIso

At the NIST facility, we measured the quantities ID° and Is° initially and Is, t and A for

each spot recorded on the film. The energy density is obtained by multiplying the photon density
bv hr.

The NIST SURF II facility was also used to test the MSSTA candidate films in the Far

Ultraviolet (FUV) at 1550 ]k. Since this wavelength was beyond the spectral range that could be

selected with the monochromator, the flight 1550 _ filters produced by Acton Research were used

to select the radiation range which struck the film. The monochromator was placed in zero order,

and the direct synchrotron beam allowed to transmit through both FUV filters before striking

the film. To carry out the analysis properly, all quantities should be convolved as functions of



A. However. since the diode quantum efficiencyQ is constant to within 10 % over the range of

wavelengths within the 100 ._ bandpass of the filterpuir.the anulysis simplifiesto the EUV case

where Q isreplaced with itsaverage.

After exposure to the synchrotron beam, the film camera was removed from the monochro-

mator chamber and transferredto the darkroom. The camera was unloaded in totaldarkness

and the film processed by hand in Kodak D-19 developer at 70 °F for 9 minutes. It was then

submerged in Kodak indicatorstop bath at 70 °F for 30 seconds and fixedin Kodak Rapid Fixer

at the same temperature for 4 minutes. The filmwas then washed in a flowing water bath at 70

°F for 30 minutes, treated with Kodak photo-rioand ullowed to dry in air. The diffusedensity

measurements were performed at MSFC using a MacBeth Model TD-504 densitometer. Prior to

each run, a cMibrated Kodak step wedge was used to verifythat the densitometer was in proper

calibration.

The resultantimages, as seen in Fig. 3a. consistof a small dark square (2.2 mm X 2.2

ram) on top of a lighterand largerrectangle (2.2 mm X I,2ram), due to the propertiesof the

monochromator grazing incidenceoptic and grating. (Fig. 3a.) The monochzomator isproperly

focussedfor radiationat 130 II.wavelength, but becomes progressivelymore de-focusseda, longer

wavelengths. (Fig. 3b.) At 173 _ most of the radiation fallswith.inthe confinesof the smuJl

_quare and only a sm_n fractionof the fluxisin the largerectangle.At 335 ._the smun square has

merged completely with the large rectangleand isno longer apparent. The diode islargeenough

to receiveallradiation within both the large rectangle and the inscribed smaller square. This

aspectof the data complicates the analysis.Ifthe density of only the small square isconsidered,

photons in the rectangleare being missed. To establishthe relativephoton flux onto the small

square and the lazge rectangle requires knowledge of the H&D curve, which is the subject of

the measurement. However, this analysisproblem has been approached by means of a recursive

procedure to determine how much fluxfellon the smull square and the largerrectangle:

a) Assume allfluxfallson the smun square

b) Determine the H&D curve

c) Use H&D curve to determine flux onto large rectangle

d) Adjust flux into small square accordingly

e) Determine new H&D curve

f) Recursively loop through b-e until the solution becomes stable.

Two primary batches of Experimental XUV 100 film were ev'_uated at NIST _ the prime

candidates forthe Right. These were designated by Eastman Kodak as batches J4-6569 and J4-

320201. Figure 4a shows a composite of the data compiled on these two film batches at the test

wavelengthsinvestigazedat the SURF IIfacility.Itcan be seen that,for comparable photon ilu.xes,

slightlylower densitiesare obtained at 211 /_.than with the 173 ._ and 335 ._ photons. There is

virtuallyno differencein the performance of the two filmbatches at 211 _. However, at 173 Ik,335

.-_,and 1550 ._.emulsion batch J4-6569 isslightlymore sensitive.The relativelyflataspect of the

H&D curve forthe EUV wavelengths at the photon fluxlevelsavailablewithin the short exposure

times obtained isprobably an effectof absorption of the EUV photons within the gelatin. The

effectof the gelatinabsorption iseven more clearlyseen when the data are shown as in Fig. 4b

where the energy of the incident photons isincluded to calculatethe incident energy density on

the film. It should however be noted that we have previously establishedthat the Experimental

XUV 100 emulsion (J4-320201) is more responsive at 1.73._ than the Experimental T-grain 100

film(J4-994203)which was flown on the Stanford/MSFC/LLNL Rocket X-Ray Spectroheliograph.

Since the MSSTA telescopes:*rephotographicallyfasterthan the 173 _ telescopeflown on

the Stanford/MSFC/LLNL Rocket Spectroheliograph,and the MSSTA mirrors have a re/lectivity

thatisconsiderablyhigher,comparable densitieson thisfilmshould be obtained in exposure times
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which are shorter by a factor of 6. The great surprise in the measured response data lies in the
fact that the Experimental XUV 100 film is remarkably more sensitive at 1550 _ than at the EUV

wavelengths. This is probably the result of lower absorption by the gelatin of the FUV photons.

It can be seen that at 1550 ._. diffuse densities as high as 3.7 were recorded on the Experimental

XUV 100 film (J4-6569). It is also extremely important that even at these high densities, the

data points still lie on the linear portion of the H&D curve with no appearance of the shoulder

yet appearing. This indicates the tremendous dynamic range of this emulsion. Future tests are

planned which will allow exposures sufficiently long to establish the shoulder of the curve, and if

possible to determine what photon fluxes would be required in the FUV to initiate film solarization.

An exciting and potentially important discovery of these tests was that the 1550 _ photons are

capable of penetrating completely through the top layer of film and exposing the underlying piece

of film of the other batch being tested.

This resultwas obtained because of the factthat adhesivescommonly used to splicethe film

were not acceptable due to the ultra-highvacuum requirements of the test. The _letricSplicer

UltrasonicFilm Splicerwhich we plan to use forthe Right emulsions was unavmlable. Consequently,

to evaluatetwo differentfilmbatches in a singlerun.one piece was cut to 70 mm X 70 mm format.

and another of a differentbatch was cut to a 35 mm X 70 mm format and placed so as to cover

halfof the largerpieceof film.This allowed two batches to be testedforeach vacuum pump-down.

When the top piece was exposed for30 minutes and processed,itexhibited a maximum densityof

3.7. However, the bottom piece of film was found to have been exposed to a density of I.$ with

photons which had penetrated the emulsion and Estar base of the uppermost pieceof film.

The ultra-highresolutionSpectroscopic 649 film was also tested and the resultswere very

exciting.The Spectroscopic 649 proved to be very much more sensitivein the EUV than we had

anticipatedbased upon itsrelativesensitivity,as compared to the XUV I00, at visiblewavelen_hs.

During resolutiontestsofthe MSSTA telescopeinwhite light,exposures of 30 seconds were required

to produce densitieson the film similar to that obtained on XUV 100 in 1/500 of a second, a

differenceof some 14 f/stops,which isequivalent to exposures some 16,000 times longer.

Even though at these exposure times reciprocityfailuremight play some rolein the observed

_49 densitylevels,itisclearthatthe 649 isvastlylessresponsiveat visiblewavelengths as compared

to the XUV 100. The response characteristicsof the Spectroscopic 649 emulsion as compared to

the Experimental XUV 100 are shown in Fig. 5a for 173 .4 and in Fig. 5b for 1550 ik.The

Spectroscopic 649 filmisastonishinglysensitiveat 173 Jk.Indeed. even at 1550 .-_itisresponsive.

_Ithough much slower than the XUV 100. These resultsare of the utmost importance to the

-_fSSTA program. They show that the ultra-finegrain Spectroscopic 649 emulsion can be used

[orthe Herschelianand RJtchey-Chretien telescopesin the EUV. Consequently, our ultimate goal

of achieving solar images with 0.I arc second spatialresolutionon the NfSSTA flightmay be

achieved, providing the pointing system deliverssufficientstabilityduring at lea.stsome of the

exposures. They also indicatethat the Spectroscopic 649 emulsion may even be of value in the

FUV. At Hydrogen I Lyman _ (1216 _k)the Sun emits more radiationthan at allother FUV lines

combined. Consequently, even though the film isnotably lessresponsive,sufficientsolarfluxat

thiswavelength should be av_lable to permit images with a spatialresolutionin the range of 0.3

arc second, which corresponds to the diffractionlimitof the telescopeat 1216 ._.

The response of the two candidate Spectroscopic Film 649 batches (J4-4494 and J4-318801)

in Fig. 6a is plotted as diffusedensity vs. Photons/cm -z. Data are shown for 173 .4,335 ._,

and 1550 _. Virtuallyno dii_erenceisobserved in the response of the two batches at 173 _ and

335 _k.However, approximately 100 times more photons/cm 2 isrequired at 1550/k to achieve the

same density as produced at 173 ._.However, the sensitivitydifferencesdo not appear nearly so

great when the difusedensityisplotted againstenergy densityas isshown in Fig. 6b Apparently
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somewhere between 335 ._ and 1550 _ the film makes the transition from being a quantum detector.

where a single photon can render a grain developable, to being an integrating detector, where

multiple photons are required to render a photon developable. It is also seen that there is virtually

no difference in the response characteristics of the two film batches. Consequently, batch J4-4494

of the Spectroscopic 649 film has been selected as the liightfilm. solely because we have a larger

amount available for the flight.

At the Space Science Laboratory of the University of California, Berkeley, we obtained a

single data point at 1216/_ for the Spectroscopic 649 emulsion, due to the low flux levels available.

However, this did establish that the film is responsive at this wavelength. More tests are planned

to be carriedout at thiswavelength at the SURF II facility,and absolute calibrationmust await

thesestudies.At the UC Berkeley facilitywe alsoobtained 1216 _.data on the Schumann emulsion

type 101-07. The I01-07 filmwas processed using a 4-minute pre-soak in distilledwater at 68 °F

and developed for4 minutes in Kodak D-19 developer at 68 °F. This was followed by a 30-second

stop bath and a 30-minute wash at the same temperature as the developer.

It can clearlybe seen (Figs. 7a. and 7b.) that thisfilmisphenomenally sensitiveat this

wavelength. For solarobservationswith an imaging instrument such as MSSTA. where largephoton

fluxesare available,the additionalproblems of filmhandling, transport,fogging, and solarization

_ levelsexpected within solaractiveregions,makes thisfilmlessthan idealfor our applications.

However, forspectroscopy of faintEUV/FUV sources forlaboratory or a.stronomicalapplications,

itisclearthat the Schumann emulsions stillhave advantages to offer.

5. CONCLUSIONS

"

We have conducted testsat the Los Alamos National Laboratory,the Space Science Laboratory

of the Universityof CMifornia,Berkeley,the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory, and the

SURF IIsynchrotron ofthe National InstituteofStandards and Technology (NIST) to establishthe

response characteristicsof photographic emulsions at selectedEUV and FUV wavelengths. These

testswere performed both tocalibratethe T-graln filmflown on the Stanford/MSFC/LLNL Rocket

X-Ray Spectroheliograph,and to selectthe flightfilmswhich willbe used as the primary imaging

detectorsfor the May 16, 1991 launch of the Multi-SpectralSolarTelescope Array (MSSTA).

We have presented the resultsof our measurements at the NIST SURF II synchrotron of the

response characteristicsof the two candidate MSSTA flightfilmbatches of the Experimental XUV

100 emulsion and the two candidate batches of the Spectroscopic 649 film. Tests were conducted

in the EUV at 173/k, 211 :_,335 _, and in the FUV at 1550 _. Several astonishingobservations

were made during the courseof thisresearch. By fax the most important is the observation that

the Spectroscopic 649 emulsion isa suitablefilm for solarobservationsin the EUV. Although its

sensitivityis lower than that of the Experimental XUV I00, it is only lower by 2 to 4 f/stops

at 173 _ while itsvisiblelightsensitivityis some 14 f/stops below that of XUV I00 emulsion.

This dramatic differencebetween visiblelightand EUV sensitivityisextremely valuable for solar

research,as itresultsin greatlyrelaxed requirements for the visibleLightrejectioncharacteristics

of the EUV filters.The resultsof the MSSTA flightwillrevealthe extent to which thisproperty

can be utilizedin futurefilterdesign considerations.Furthermore, the Spectroscopic 649 filmhas

significantlyhigher spatialresolutionthan the XUV 100, so itisthe filmof choice for obtaining

the ultra-highresolutionimages of the Sun at EUV wavelengths,and even at FUV wavelengths in

linessuch as Hydrogen I Lyman a (1216 _) where the solarintensityisextremely high.

It was alsoexcitingto discoverthat the Experimental XUV I00 is notably more sensitiveat

1550 _ than at the EUV wavelengths. The 1550 Jk radiationwas found to be capable of penetrat-

ing both the emulsion and filmbase to produce high densityexposures on an underiying piece of

film.Our priormeasurements at Los Ala_nos National Laboratory and SSRL had establishedthat



_V _

the Experimental XUV 100 film batches tested are more responsive than the T-grajn 100 emul-

sion which was successfully flown on the Stanford/MSFC/LLNL Rocket X-Ray Spectrohellograph.

Since high density/high resolution images of the Sun were obtained with the sm_ll Herschelian

mirrors and Casse_'_in telescopes on this Right, we are conÉident that superior images will be pro-

duced with the significantly larger and faster Herschelian and Ritchey-Chrdtien telescopes which
will be flown on the MSSTA.
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